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the template will be also journalized as a separate item, 
This has been approved fey all ana thus is the desired ana official 
format. At the moment no move is being made to change current 
citation to this new form, 
This is also example of cooperative design; many people were involved 
and many cycles were made in the process of developing this format. 
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##### The latest version is in branch called ctempiateswg>, ##### 1 

### Updated version? new branches (template)j questions raised before 
are answered, 2 

#This is an updated copy of the journal citation debate. New items 
are preceded by a Three new branches are Dialogue, New 
Comments, and 'Latest' Alternatives, The actual header in the 
journal file should contain the same information but it need not be 
in the same format, whether the format should be same, easily 
readable by the user, etc, is another issue to be resolved, 3 

Various alternatives for a new journal citation. 4 

One consideration is to allow each person to pic* his own form. 
This would be stored in his ident record, The journal system 
(already having i t loaded) would read the reference format name 
and use the appropriate "rel" file, If the "rel" file is not 
Known or if none is specified, a default form will oe used, 4a 

There are two questions* what are the fields information 
desired and what are the formats of these fields, These question 
are partially separate but not whoieiy, 4b 

Some overall criteria to uS(P fo r determining what fields are 
useful and where they should go, 4c 

Citation should be as short as possible, 4ci 

A form which is suitable for sorting, 4c2 

Conform to other citations in the literature, 4cJ 

Take advantages of level and line capabilities, 4c4 

Although a new j ournal system might not developed for some 
time, pressure for maintaining the same format will be very 
high and thus the future situation should be heavily 
considered, 4c5 

e,g, m ultiple hosts 4c5a 

(FIELDS) Below is a list of various fields* synoyms on the left, 
Arguments for or against this field to be included are found on 
the levels below it, 4d 

AlDENT author ident 4dl 
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PRO: Considered by most to be very important and should be 
on first line, 4dla 

ORG acronym of author's organization 4d2 

CONt E asily obtained from ident record (which is available 
to journal system), 4d2a 

PRO I For a large user community# the organization might be 
more meaningful than the person's ident or even his full 
name, 4d2d 

PRO: This field is almost always included in most citations 
in the literature, 4d2c 

#CQNI could be very long for multiple authors: might not be 
suitable for following the AIDENT but on another line, 4d2d 

NAME last name or full name 4d3 

PRO: Most citation in the literature include full last name 
and initials 4d3a 

CON: With the ident system one only needs to show record for 
ident, 4c3b 

#C0N: could be very lengthy for multiple idents, 4d3c 

DATE day, m0nth, and year when mail item was sent, 
(dd»mm«yy) 4d4 

PRO: Used by many as a sort parameter, 4d4a 

CON: should not be on first line since it does not add to 
the recognition of what this mail item is, For those you 
like to sort on it# p rograms can be coded even if it appears 
on a second or third line, 4d4b 

#PR0: should be on first line to permit later, immediate 
retrieval: if the item is old then it might be irrelevant 
hence after author this might be the next important item, 4d4c 

TIME time that the mail item was sent (xxjxx:xx): 24 hour 
clock or AM/PM 4d5 

PRO: Gives another means for uniquely (almost) identifying 
m^il item (especially sndrrsg items), 4d5a 

#PR0: important for tracing the history of a dialog 4d5b 
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ZONE time zone 

PRO? users ot the system are scattered among various time 
zones, 4dfea 

PROi It is possible that different computers might be in 
different time zones, 4d6b 

CONs The journal system should maintain only one time zone 
for dating of mail items, 4d6c 

DAY cay of the week that mail item was sent (MQN TUE MM) 4d7 

#CQNI seldom relevant 4c*7a 

RDATEs date and time when man item was received, 4d8 

CONS Not needed, one can use the signature of the statement, 4d8a 

PRO? signatures are not widely known and are costly for TNLS 
users, 4d8b 

#PRG? Statement signatures may be meaningless* since user 
can edit his citation statement, 4d8c 

#PRO! Could point out interesting and serious communications 
dynamics? d elivery is not always immediate and items may oe 
very timely, 4d8d 

JNUM journai number 4d9 

PRQS Useful for sorting and uniqueness of item? only of 
value in first line, 4d9a 

COMs Duplicates information in LINK, 4d9b 

CONi LINK might be better on first line, 4d9c 

LINK complete journal reference in form of link 4dl0 

PRO * Should be in first statement of citation in order for 
jump to link to work when only first line is bugged or 
referenced, 4dl0a 

PROi Even for messages that are delivered with the citation 
it should be present. This enabies on* to deiete the 
message ano still have the link, 4dl0b 

PRO! For messages that are delivered with citation 
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CCncluoing sND^SG mail) this should be a linK with only 
viewspecs that opens up the view to show the whole message$ 
This is Predicated on the user having only a clipped view 
initial, 4dl0c 

#PRGi a second lin* might be desirable if the message 
follows immediately, The first linK would just open up the 
view and the second would bo the complete reference linK, 4dl0d 

TITLE the title or Subject of mail item 4dll 

PROs Nearly everyone agrees this is the most useful field, 4dlla 

COMMENT comments 4dl2 

PRO! to be put at a level below main citation, 4dl2a 

D1ST distribution list of idents 4di3 

#PROI In participating in a dialog, I need to Know who else 
is currently involved ard might be interested in my 
response, 4dl3a 

#PR0s Should be exhaustive (including recipient himself) 
since citation could fee copied toy someone not on list, 4dl3b 

TO distribution list of idents receiving mail as action 4dl4 

PROj Distinction should be made between list of people 
receiving item and those receivinq an information only copy, 4dl4a 

CC distribution *l5t of idents receiving mail item as 
information only 4dl5 

PRO* Distinction should be made between list of people 
receiving item and these receiving an information only copy, 4dl5a 

CON! Can use uppercase and lowercase to distinguish action 
and info copies, 4dl5b 

PRO! For uppercase only teminals, uppercase/i0wercase will 
not distinguish 4dl5c 

#FRQM the author(s) ident 4til6 

#PR0! to be included if the full name or full last name is 
used instead of ident, 4dl6a 

#PRQi can serve as place where author's organization can be 
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specified since the ORG might be too much tor the first 
line, 

#PROi conforms to existing formats used by many 
organizations including the federal government, 

#FQRWARD name of person forwarding this mail item, 

PROi It would be nice to know who sent you the Item 
assume author if it were secondary distribution, 

Cannot 

IFDATE date and time when person forwarded this mail item, 

PROi The time and date when sent# when received, and when 
forwarded are different and may be important for historical 
ana political reasons* 

TYPE the word ACTION ana INFO, for action or information 

PRO? For a shorter citation just a short word might suffice 

PRO I useful on the first line of citation to quickly 
determine whether to read mail or not, 

PRIV privacy type Cpriv or public or blank) 

PROS wight be nice to know if item is private or not, 

#PRO| tells recipient whether or not to shape article with 
otpers, 

#UNRgC unrecorded status, UNREC if unrecorded? blank if 
recorded, 

PRO? i f one depends on the indexes for later retrieval, then 
one is lost if the mail item is unrecorded, 

ORIGIN pame of originating host computer 

PRO? might be nice when there are many hosts 
(Office"!,2,3,4,5,,,) 

# PRO? helps locate author, 

#PRQ* i t is the place of "publication" which is often 
included in many citations. 

REF references 

4dl6fe 

4d 16C 

4di7 

4dl7a 

4d 18 

4dl8a 

4dl9 

4dl9a 

4dl 9b 

4d20 

4d2Qa 

4d20b 

4d21 

4d2ia 

4d22 

4d22a 

4d22b 

4d22c 

4d23 
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PRO: Citep used in many memos and useful for recipent, 4d23a 

KEyw Keywords 4d24 

#PAGES number of pages C or suitable unit) of document 4d25 

PRO: could be the number of disk pages or approximate number 
of hardcopy pages, or number of statements, An often used 
item in citations, 4d25a 

Leading contenders fcr the new journal, citation format and 
comments (author ident at beginning), 4e 

CJEW) provide several options and have THE journal use your 
prefered format, (This is clearly the way to 
go,)CKIFK)(CHI)(RLL) 4ei 

in addition, nave a special directory containing userprogram 
formats ox'a by the journal programmer, 4ela 

(NDM) JFCRM3,CA (matches MESSAGE,SUBSyS format) 4e2 

DATE TIME AUTHORIDENT| The title begins here terminated by 
a CR and 3 spaces 

Distribution: ACTION IDENTS ARE UPPER CASE into only 
idents are lower case 

Received at: 12-0CT-74 04:31 
CJJOURNAL#12345#1:w) 4e2a 

Text of Message is a substructure statement, Note and 
Comments are also seperate statements in the order listed 
below, Note: in the statement above this# indentation 
does NOT represent a change in level, 4e2al 

NOTE| T ACTION ) 4E2A2 

Comments: Comments would appear last, 4e2a3 

(KEY) modification of jform2 4e3 

AUTHCF-IDENT: The title here would be terminated by a 
carriage return 
DAY DATE TIME <Messaqe -- 12345#> 
xO: myidehtC comment to me ) BuGs abc def 4e3a 

Comment: date and time would contain the day of the 
week, 4e3ai 

Message: The message occurs after the comment and is a 
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statement in the substructure. For journal links* 
<Messaqe-» 12345 # > WOULD be re&laced by <JJ0URNAL, 
12 3 4 5 . > 

CJHB) piaces most parameters on first iine including beginning 
of title, 

DATE SENT (ONLY) AUTHOR(S) JNUMBER The title begins here 
terminated by a CP and 3 spaces 

Received! TIME DATE ? Sent! TIME 
TC i Idents of recipients for action followed by a. CP and 

3 spaces 
CCS idents of recipients for info only followed by a CP 

and 3 spaces 
Link or message is appended to citation here, Note 

indentation does not represent a change in level, 

New statement here is for comment. 

New statement here is for notes. 

CKlpK3 closely resembles standard reference f0rmats 

AUTHQF-IDENT, Title begins nere after a comma and has no CP 
following it, <JJ0URNAI, 12345,> SITE DAY DATE TIME 

Distribution! UpPER CASE IDENTS FOR A CTION lower case 
idents for info-only 

Not*i t his is where a note w0uld appear. 

Comments this is where comments would appear. 

For messages, «<JJ0URNAL, 12345,>" is replaced by 
"Journal Number 12345" and the text of the message is 
located here. Distribution, Note, Comment, and Message 
are all separate statements in substructure, 

Cxxx3 dust to see It an fields can fit, 

AIPENT ORG TITLE, LINK, DATE TIME ZONE DAY ORIGIN 
<CRXSP><SPXSP> PLATE TYPE PR.JV<CKXSP><SP><SP> TO? 
identlist<CFXSPXSPXSP> CCs i dentlist Cnext level down] 
COMMENT Cbext statement] REFCnext statement] KEYWtnext 
statement]Message (it delivered with citation) 

Example, 

4eia2 

4e4 

4e4a 

4e4al 

4e4a2 

4e5 

4e5a 

4e5al 

4e5a2 

4e5a3 

4e5a4 

4e6 

4e6a 

4e6b 

4e6c 
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pLL C 8RI*ARC) A Note on the future of journal headers, 
(JJOUFNAL, 12345, 1 jW), 22-QCT-74 1332 PDT WED at OFFICE-1 

Received at? 22-C1CT-74 1356 pDT for ACTION (PRIVATE) 
TO? ABC DE'F GHI 
CC? JKL MNO PQR SRT 4e6d 

Comments: Just a test for fun, 4e6dl 

REFERENCES: (MJQURNAL, 34567, Uw) 4e6d2 

KEYWORDS? test, journal# neader 4e6d3 

#Dialogye (new since last journalization as (MjOyRNALt 24284# l :w) ] 5 

7-JAN»75 2247-PST UEBERMAN? New Journal citation 
Distribution: ENGELBAFT# norton, lieherman 
Received at? 7-JAN*75 22:47:33 5a 

Doug? I would liXe to talX to You about the n^w journal 
citation that will be delivered via the sendmail/journal 
system, 
I have a file called <lieberman,headers,> that contains the 
comments, discussions# etc, on this suoject, Sometime next 
week I hope applications will meet to decide the format, CJCN 
how does that go with you??) A meeting with you (DCE) pefore 
this I think would be appropriate, Robert 5ai 

5-JAN-75 0951-PST PAIR: Journal citation meeting 
Distribution; LIEBERMAN# bair 
Received atj 5-JAN-75 O9 s 51 : 30 5b 

Rob# Hc>, about Wees morning it there are no conflicts? 
How does it fee; tg be back? See ya# Jim 5bl 

kIPk 30"DEC*74 16:29 24859 journal neaders/citations 
some reasons for having <;wg> and using angle bracKets in general 
in the proposed new sendmail 'envelope' format 
location; CGJQUrNaL# 24859, l;w) 

[ 1NfO"ONLY 1 ***** 
5c 

PIL 2fe"DEC»74 13 :54 24R2P Journal citation dialogue second go 
Journal citation dial0gue; sec0nd So around? tw0 alternatives? 
can for a meeting. 
Location; (GJOURNAL, 2482?, 1?W) 
#####Note: Author Copy***#* 

5d 

comments? 1 think it is time that a decision is made as to the 
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form of the citation. Perhaps a meeting some time the week of 
january 6th, Send your responses to me C RLL) on either date 
and time or comments on alternatives. Thanks Rob 5dl 

KIrk 17-NQV.74 01:52 24530journal citations 
Good and Bad N LS practice reflected in your proposed sepdail 
citation 
Location: (GJQURNAL, 2453o, liw) 
* * * O T E ?  [  A C T I O N  1  * * * * *  

5e 

DVN 7-NOV-74 16: 46 24437 
One Wore thought about Journal Deiiveryy 
Message: As a step toward (documentation, tinal,,6b6c4) and the 
rest of that plex# what the journal should do is enter in 
everyone's initial file an author,Reword# and arrival data catalog 
of journal Items sent to her or that she sent, 
#****Note: i ACTION 3 ***** 

5 f 

KEV 2R-QCT-74 17?33 24337 
journal citations again 5g 

Message: The issue that D®an raises (in-- 24336#) (and I think 
Jake raised it also) about having sort programs# etc, work is I 
beleive looking at the citation issue in the wrong way, The 
problem, as I see it, is having citations presented to an 
INDIVIDUAL user in the format preferred py that INDIVIDUAL 
user, Then it an individual wishes to sort her citations, it 
is her responsibility (perhaps with our help) to provide the 
sort keys, programs, etc, that will sort the citations in the 
desired manner. Obviously, these programs must De aware of the 
format of the citations they are to sort, 5gl 

If an individual wishes to make use of pre-existing sortinq 
programs, then she must see to it that her citations conform to 
the input format required by the program to be used (and of 
course both available programs and required citation formats 
should be published). All the catalog production programs that 
I am aware of, do not go through individual initial files to 
get their data, but work on other data bases. Thus# if an 
individual is only interested in seeing who wrote an article, 
when it was written# and where it lives# (admittedly a perverse 
example)# there is NP need to have the title in the citation 
that gets delivered to this person, 
*##**Note: C ACTION 3 ***** 

5g2 
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Comments: X do nave one or two other things to do, Put 
occasionally i need a relief from theml 5g2a 

NDM 28-OCT-74 15:34 24336 
Opinion on journal Citation Delivery Format 
Locations (MJQUrNAL, 24336# l iw) 
*****Note: [ INFO-ONLY 3 ***** 

5h 

Comments: Modifies slightly format listed as NDM'S choice in 
C 242^4 #), 5hl 

27-OCT-74 2047-PDT Bairs Journal headers 
Distributions LIEBERMAN/ hair 
Received at: 27-OCT-74 20:47:29 5i 

Rob # All my Input is in,,,a clear statement of what it shoould 
in view of your suggestions, That comprimise should satisfy 
all « 
I do not thin* it should be sent to KWAC, it would foe very 
inconsistent with previous design poloicypolKy, (witness the 
unilateral imposition of the info and attention branches,) 5il 

CHI 25-0CT-74 10:26 24324 
Journal Citation Recomendatjons 5j 

Message: Robbert# i have the following recommendations re 
journal citations delivered to users: 5jl 

1) The recipient should be able to choose among several 
citati0n formats t0r mail delivered to him, 0r perhaps make up 
his own ala KEV's suggestion (This desired Citation format 
could be stored in master ident file) 5j2 

7) The distribution lists shoyld be made available to the 
recipient ^33 

3) the C ACTION3 and C INFO-ONL*3 f ields should not be removed 
from the citation even though they are deposited into action 
and info branches (because if the user moves them he looses 
this info) and 
4) I would liKe a citation format that had the author and title 
(as much as would fit) in the first line for t.viewspec, 
#****Note: t ACTION 3 ***** 

5^4 

JAKE 24-QCT*74 22:58 24319 
Op, Cit, 
Location: (^JOURNAL, 24319/ l :w) 
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##**#Notej I INFO-ONLY 3 ***** 
5K 

DVN 24-0CT-74 22U7 24318 
Wore On Journal Citations 
Location: CMJOURNAL, 24318, 1tWD 
**###Note: t ACTION ] ***** 

FEV 24"»OCT"»74 1 4 S 38 24315 
journal citations revisited 
Location: (MJOURNAL, 24315, 1 swD 
*****Note j [ ACTION 1 ***** 

5m 

OBP 24»OCT»74 09*58 24294 
journal headers 
Location? (NJOURNAL, 24294, 1 SwD 
*****NoteI C ACTION 3 ***** 

5n 

JHB 24-OCT-74 08S56 24291 
re J242691 Journal notification k m fo/action branches 
Message! I agree with Dirk's notion aout these 2 new features, 
particularly i nf° end action, x^ese are arbitrary categories at 
best? and serve to force additional compensatory decisions on the 
real users, iT's difficult not to be snide, put I don't recall 
any debate or even discussion about this, 
1 hope that the items that have been sent by myself and others on 
the journal citation format are ok, If not let's have some 
discussion on them I 
*****Note? [ INFOONLY ] ***** 

5o 

RLL 23*OCT»74 22:38 24284 
New Jornai Reader ? alternatives? can for comments and additional 
input, 
Locations (^JOURNAL, 24284, i:w) 
***#*Notes A uthor Copy***** 

5P 

Comments: comments received by FPiday 25Qct74 will be included 
for next pass which will include the KWAC. Than* you for 
contributing, 5pl 

17-OCT-74 0755-PDT EAXR at OFFICE-i: Journal citation format 
Distribution; KELLEY AT SRI-ARC# engeibart at sri-arc, norton 

at srl-arc, watson at sri-arc,, lieberman at sri^arc, bair at 
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sri-arc 
Hecelved at: 17-OCT-74 07:56:01 5q 

Dear Kirk# I understand (second hand) that you are in charge 
of the design of a new journal citation format, in that case, 
I would like to cast my vote for the following (coordinated 
with RLLJI 5ql 

DATE SENT (ONLY) AUTHORS) JNUMBER TITLE <CR> 
Received* Time and date? Sent: Time<CR> 
TP: jdents of recipients for action<CR> 
CCi Idents of recipients for info<CR> 
Link cr message 

<new satements>comments, bq2 

This would Permit a sort on meaningful fields* date and author 
ident, and Would tit enough of the title on the first line for 
informative 1 line 1 level perusal, I think this is consistent 
with what most Utility clients want, 

Thank you, Jim 5q3 

#New comments [new since last journalization as (MJOURNAL, 24284, 
1 sw) ) b 

A Oasic dilemma 6a 

It was noted that the people at ARC are not typical of the 
overwhelming majority ©f users and, therefore, are a p0or group 
to make the decision as to what citation should look like, 6al 

It was also noted that the users are basically unsophisticated 
(at least at the moment) and do not understand the Potently 
and facilities of NLS# therefore they are a poor gr°up for 
which to base the format of the citation, 6a2 

It is nope that an evolvlnp format w*11 most likely be the best 
long term solution, in tnis case the more knowledgeable group 
(APCers |ij) should have more say at the moment, 6a3 

The link should always fee in angle brackets; 6b 

to stand out 6bl 

to have a higher probability of not conflicting with some 
parenthet ica1 re^er*, 6b2 

to conform to the statement zero in a file, 6b3 

The message (if delivered) should stand out, 6c 
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It would be nice to have the message appear earlier so that one 
does not have to go through all the extra into, 6d 

Levels should be used rather than lines for formating, 6e 

If a 'line' actually is two or more line the format will look 
poor, 6el 

Some lines will be i0st if more than two are present# be2 

JHB believes his suggestion is most consistent with what utility 
clients want. He belives DATE, AUTHOR and TITLE are the important 
fields for the first line, 6f 

Several people did not like the pending split between INFG 
ACTION branches, 6g 

CON? arbitrary categories 6ql 

CONt m ost users integrate items based on date or subject not 
these categories 6g2 

CON8 force additional compensatory decision on users 6g3 

CON! it would be better to have a code on first line indicating 
these two categories so that users can auicKly judge whether to 
read the item or not, 694 

Almost all agreed that some selecton of templates should be made 
available £er users, Most also agreed that the method by which 
the user can specify his own would be desirable, 6h 

An extensive preliminary specification of a template system to 
generate user defined formats was given (see -• MJCURNAL, 
24315, isw) 6hl 

It was mentioned that allowing arbitrary formats for the user 
would make it difficult to maintain a full selection of sort 
programs, 6h2 

CONj For each template a sort program might have to be 
written, 6h.2a 

PROS sort Programs are really only useful for the master 
indexes and if a user wishes to sort his items ang makes up 
his own template he should also make up his own sort 
routine, 6h2b 
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PROs i t ^ user wishes to sort his items and makes up his own 
template he should also make up his own sort routine, 6h2c 

CON! It is a magnitude more difficult to maxe up a sort 
program than to specify a template for a header format, 6h2d 

A suggestion was made ( see «- mjQURnAl, 2 4 318 # 1sw) that it would 
be nice to have a daily (weekly ??) list generated of all journal 
items, This would serve to increase the usefulness and dialog 
interchange of the journal system, 61 

Nost agreed that almost all the fields should be given, It is 
easy enough to delete fields or reformat but not easy to retrieve 
information from various sources and from, various encryptions, 6j 

One person stated that he used the date and time fields to trace 
the history of a dialog and as the primary access to items# He 
was in the minority as for primary access but most agreed that it 
was important and should be present (but not on first line), 6k 

The following is a quote from one responder, 61 

The file itself ought to be a complete repository for 
information about tnat item, I think it is more important to 
have a format where the information is accessaple in easily 
defined fields rather than deciding now what is pretty and/or 
limiting the content to what we currently think is 
standarc/important, I think we ought to use the standard 
catalog citation format in the origin statement of journal 
file, 611 

A distinction was made between citations deiivered to users 
initia^ fi^es and what is kept in the journal itself (as a 
header), { see •• MJQURNAL, 24319, liw) 6m 

The concerned here was for the actual header in the journal, A 
strong desire was issued to have this look very much like the 
'standard' citation used in the literature, E.G.! 6ml 

Engeibart, D, C, and Jones, S, A, Who says people at Arc 
are KKACS? NLS Online Journal, Vol, 7, No, 23456, 28*32 
(June 1974), 6mla 

Volume could be the file name or directory name, 6mlai 

Pages could he statement numbers CSIQS ?), 6mia2 

Number could be the NIC number, 6mla3 
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A stroma opinion was given that the header should he exactly 
like the citation except for the neeessary GuPut Processor 
commands, 

The Overwhelming opinion was to have only the author and title on 
the first line. 

New forms! 

(JBP) similar to C XXXD C See — MJOUPNAL, 24294* l«w) 

Postel (SRI*ARC) A Note on the future of journal headers* 
CJJ0UFNAL,12345,l!W)# 22-0CT»74 1332 PDT WED at OFFICE-1 

Received at! 22-OCT-74 1356 PDT for ACTION (PRIVATE) 
TC! ABC DEF GHI 
CCs JKL HNO POR SRT 
FRCMt JBp 

Comments! just a test for fun, 

REFERENCES! (MJOURNAL#34567,1!W) 

KEYWORDS I test# journal# header 

(NDM) new form (see »• MJOURNAL* 24336, ljw) 

DATE TIME-ZONF AIDENTj TITLE terminated by a CR and 3 
spaces 

For your ACTICJN/INFORMATION # Private 
Distribution! ACTION IDENTS ARE UPPER CASE info only 

Idents are lower case (recipient included here somewhere) 
Author orgs! Idents••« 
Received at? 12*QCT»74 0 4 s 3 3. 
(JJOURNAL*12345*l?w) 

Comments? comments would appear as substatement of 
citation. 

Text of Message is a substructure statement, 

^Latest A lternatives 

first alternative 

Examples, 

RLl* A Note on the future of journal citation 
22-OCT-74 1332 PDT <jwq> <J0URNAL*JRNL24,J12345Iwg> for ACTION 
r PR IV,FOR W ARDED,UN REC J 

6 m 2  

6n 

60 

6o 1 

6o la 

6olal 

60ia2 

6olai 

602 

6o2a 

6o2al 

602a2 

7 

7a 

7al 

7a2 
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TO? ARC DEF GHI 
CCJ JKL MNQ FQB SRT 
From? OFFXCE-2, Lieberman (SHI-ARC) 7a2a 

Comments* Just a test for fun, %statement not nere if no 
comments% 7a2b 

MESSAGE? If, indeed, it is delivered, the message text 
appears here, Notice the MESSAGE Keyword is uppercase and 
text starts on same line, 7a2c 

References? <MJ0URNAL,34567,i?w» IStatement not implemented 
yet% 
Keywords? journal, header %Statement not here if no 
Keyworcs% 
Received at? 22^0CT«74 1356 PDT 7a2d 

Forwardedi JCN at U?31.PDT 30*0ct-74 7*2e 

RLL JHB, Another example of future journal citation 
22-GCT-74 1343 PDT <JJOURNAL,6789i,1?w> for INFORMATION 7a3 

TO? ABC DEF GHI 
CC? JKL MNO PQR SRT 
From? QFFICE-2* Lfeberman (SRI-ARC) Bair (SRI-ARC) 7a3a 

Received at? 22-QCT-74 1359 PDT 7e3b 
m 

Discussion 7a4 

Should the HnK jump to the 0 or 1 statement in the journal 
file? sh0uid the viewspec be 'w'? 7a4a 

** statement 1 unless origin statement is changed to be 
nearly he same as the citation, 7a4al 

«# Viewspec w 7a4a2 

Should the To, CC, and FRQM lines be on separate 
statements? Should COMMENTS, KEYWORDS, REFERENCES be on 
separate statements 0r separate iines? The eonsensus is f0r 
the message (if it appears in citation) be a separate 
statement, 7*4b 

## yes separate statements for each, 7a4bl 

Should the fact that an item was 'unrecorded' be stated? If 
unrecorded it might be lost forever if the receiving parties 
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delete the message (hoping to retrieve it by the indexes in 
the future), 

## yes, included. 

Should the FROM precede the TG? 

*# yes FROM should come first, 

Should the various statements be lined uP after header field 
in each? 

#* NO, 

Should the secondary distribution list be singled out in the 
CC list? 

** Yes, in square brackets the newly added idents# 

Should fields for the UPDATE and OBSOLETE commands in 
SENDMAIL be provided? 'Where should they oe placed? 

#* ¥es all should be allowed if specified, 

Should the originating host be specified for each author? 
Only it different for each author? Oniy the first author's 
hos t ? 

** Only the orginatlng host needs to pe specified# The 
host will not he assumed related to author (although in 
most cases this is so,). 

Should the number of disc pages he included somewhere? 

## no# not meaningful. 

Should the authors idents be included in the Cc list? 

#* no# it is a duplication of information, 

.Note when the message immediately follows, a link with only 
viewspecs to open the view to full is inserted before the 
actual link. This makes it possible to just Jump to Link in 
every case without worrying about whether the message is in 
the delivered citation or not, 

What spould the viewspecs be for this link? 

25451 

7a4c 

7a4cl 

7a4d 

7a4dl 

7a4e 

7a4el 

7a4f 

7a4f 1 

7a4g 

7a4gl 

7e.4h 

7a4hl 

7a4i 

7a4 i 1 

7^4 j 

7a4 j 1 

7a4k 

7a4kl 
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Should it be in angle brackets or parentheses to 
distinguish it tram the full link? 7a4k2 

Note that no message is given to indicate author copy? it 
should be obvious, 7^41 

Note that the FRIVATE and UNRECORDED fields are enclosed in 
square brackets to prevent any possible conflict with a 
link, 7a4m 

With a long title, a portion of the title will be hanging on 
a second line by itself, This may or may not be nice for 
viewing, but does give an uncertainty to whether the link 
ana other 'second line' parameters are indeed on the second 
line. 7a4n 

This might encourage the title to be another line after 
'From' and restrict the title to whatever fits on the 
first line of the citation, 7a4nl 

## The link must he in first statement but need not be on 
second line, we win assume the clipped views win 
normal be one line, one level or all lines, one level, 1 &An2 

Note that the fun last name is used in the FROM line, 7a4o 

The duplication of the author is for the following purposes: 7a4p 

the organization can be specified 7S4pl 

to simulate existing formats of memos 7a4p2 

to allow the full last name to be seen (with a large 
community of users the ident might be very obscure and 
the IDENT system not used by the naive user,) 7a4p3 

Note that excePt for the message header, only the first 
letter of the header is uppercase, 7a4g 

This allows the actual message (if it appears) to stand 
out# 7a4ql 

Note a one lipe, all level yiew has a "decentM view. Also 
if one turns on *y« yiewspec with ail lines, all levels the 
format looks igood*. 7a4r 

The message text should begin on the same line as the word 
MESSAGE since a 0ne line view 0f the citation w0uid provide 
one line of the message itself thus adding information to 
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the decision process of whether to read this item and, 
later, helping to decide if It is relevant. 7*4s 

CON: It would he easy to delete ana manipulate the 
message text if it were a branch headed by 'MESSAGE' 
(messages ara Projected to be plexes which are less than 
2000 characters^ 7a4sl 

in the event that no one is receiving the item for action 
the 'TO' list will be empty? should the header 'TO' still 
appear or should the entire line be missing? Same for the 
'CC' line, 7a4t 

** The rule will be that it no informati on is present in 
any field that field will not be present at all. 7a4tl 

The 'received' statement is the last one since? 7a4u 

most felt it irrelevant 7a4ul 

some professional journals put date received at the end 
0f the article, 7a4u2 

The split between lines and statements should be guided by 
viewspec controls and ease of manipulation, 7a4y 

perhaps the COMMENTS field could be temporarily used for 
specifying references (indeed it. has been by many), 7a4w 

## Yes# it should be broadcast that this is an intended 
use ot comments. 7a4wi 

It should be noted that the new field called REpERENCES has 
been strongly supported by several people, This would 
require a mod to the sendmail subsystem, The value is# of 
course# i n having a clearer interlinking among the journal 
collection and conforming to many formats used by government 
ana others, 7a4x 

Few supported having the date and time on the first line, 
All supported having it appear in the first statement and 
having the capability to sort on it, 7a4y 

Note that the time is a 24 hour clock, 7a4z 

The CC list represents those who were specified as receiving 
item for information only for journal items and the CC list 
in the sndmsg items, 7a4a$ 
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Note that the DATE TIME starts on a new line so that it will 
not be split as it might be if it just followed the AUTHOR 
and TITLE, 7a4aa 

Note that the date# time and link are on the second line 
first statement. Sorting on date and time can easily be 
done, It is intended that such sort programs be made 
available at the same time this new header is instituted, 7a4ab 

Note that even for messages the complete link is given. It 
is hoped that this will be en0ugh to actual perform the 
link, 7a4ac 

Should the directory appear i r« the link? It might be 
Confusing t0 most peobie. It is Unneeded but makes 
retrieval taster, 7a4ad 

#* *es, the complete link should be given, 7a4adl 

Should the "Sent to" field be "Action for" and the "copy to" 
field be changed to "into for" or "To" and "Cc"? 7a4ae 

#* The "TO" and "Cc", 7a4ael 

Should the ACTION/INFO field be in the sauare brackets with 
other parameters? 7a4af 

#* Yes, they should, 7a4afl 

How should the parameters in square brackets be spelled? 7a4ag 

ACT ION/Act ion/ACT/Act 7a4aQl 

INFORM. ajION/inf orma t ion /INFO/In fo/INFOR/ info-only 7a4ag2 

UNRECORDED/Unrecorded/Unreq/UNREC LA^AG-^ 

FgBWARDED/Forwarded/Fcrw/EQRW 7a4ag4 

«« See template below, <template> 7a4egb 

Another alternative for those Wanting the date and time on first 
line, * 

?2-GCT*74 i 1332PDT R^L# A Note on the future of journal 
citation, 
< swg> <dCURNAL,URNL24#J12345 |wq> C Act ion,Rriv,Forwarded,Unrec] 7bi 

Sent To| ABC DEF GHj 7bla 
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copy TO? JKL MNQ PQR SRT C XYZ] %secondary distribution 
list in square bracket s% 7blb 

From? QFFICE-2# Lieberman (SRI*ARC) 7bic 

Comments: Just a test tor tun, %Not here it no comments! 7bld 

MESSAGE: If, indeed, it is delivered, the message text 
appears here, 7ble 

Refer to: <MJGURNAl,34567,13w> %Not implemented yet% 7blf 

Keywords: test? journal, header %Not here if no keywords! 7blg 

Received: 22*QCT«74 1356-PDT 7blh 

Forwarded! By jCN at 14:32-PDT 30-Oct-74 %this is the ident 
of person sending you secondary distribution! 7bli 

RLL 22-0CX-74 1332 PdT? A Note on the future of journal 
citation, 
<!wg> <JGUFNALfJRNL24*J12343lwg> for ACTION CF RIV,UNRECJ 7&2 

TO! ABC DEF GHI 
CC! JKL HMD FQR SPT 
From! OFFjCE»2# Lieberman C SRI-ARC) 7b2a 

Comments: dust a test for fun, %Not here if no comments! 7b2o 

MESSAGE! If, indeed it is delivered, the message text 
appears here, 7b2c 

Refe rence s: <MJQURNAL# 34 56 7 ?1J w> % Not implemented ye t! 7b2d 

Keywords: test? journal, header %Not here if no keywords! 7b2e 

Received atj 22-OCT-74 1356 PDT 7&2f 

Forwarded by: JCN at 14:32-PDT 3Q-UCt*74 7b2g 

RLL JHB 22-OCT»74 1 332 PDT, A Note on the future of journal 
citation format 
<HJQURNAL,12345,ilw» for ACTION [UNRECl 7b3 

TO: ABC DEF GHI 
Cci JKL MNQ PQR SPT 
From: OFFICE-2# Lieberman (SRI-ARC) Bait (SRI-ARC) 7&3a 

Comments: Just a test for fun, %Not here if no comments! 7b3b 
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Received at: 22-QCT.-74 1359 PDT 7»3c 

RLL JHB 22-OCT-74 1332 PDT, A Note on the future of journal 
<HJOURNAL,12345,1jw> f0r ACTION [UNREC] 7b4 

To; ABC DEF GHI 
Cc; JKL MNO PQR SPT 
From: QFFICE-2# Lieberman (SRI-ARC) Bair (SRI-ARC) 7&4a 

Title: A Note on the future of journal citation format 7b4b 

comments: Just a test for fun, %Not here if no comments* 7b4c 

Received at; 22-OCT-74 1359 PDT 7b4d 

Dlscussicn: 7b5 

See the discussion with other alternative, 7b5a 

A carriage return follows the title, 7b5b 

The author is first field to allow for a meaningful 
statement name (statement names cannot begin with a number 
hence the date would he a poor choice), 7b5c 

(template) latest template 7c 

22-0CT«74 1332PDT RLLI A Note on the future of journal 
citation# 
<jw> <12345#i:w> (AcTiON#Private#Unrecorded3 7cl 

To; ABC DEF GHI 7Cla 

CCI JKL MNQ PQR 5RT 7clfe 

Comments: Just a test for fun, 7elc 

Rfc Nc: 123 7cld 

Updates: <l2345e> 7Cle 

Obsoletes: <23456,> 7clf 

Keywords: test# journal# h eader 7cig 

SUBCOIIECTIONSI LANGUAGE BUGS SRX-DEV 7CM 

Received at: 22-GCT-74 1355PDT 7cli 
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Forwarded bys UCN at. 30-OCT*74 0635PDT 7Clj 

MESSAGE: if, indeed, it is delivered with the citation, the 
message text appears here, 7c 1 jc 

(syntax) ?c2 

CITATION as HEADER EOS LEVADJ BODY 7C2a 

EOS =: end of statement 7c2o 

LEVADJ sI down one level 7c2c 

HEADEP = * DATE SP TIME ZONE AUTHLIST 'I SP TITLE CR LINKS SP 
'[ PARAMETERS ') 7c2d 

DATE =S DAY MONTH '« YEAR 7C2E 

DAY cS #i/*2/*3/#4/*5/f6/'7/,8/'9/«l0»t/Mll»/f,,"3i" 7c2t 

MONTH sj "JAN" / "FEB"/ "MAR"/ "APR"/ "MAY"/ "JUN"/ "JUL"/ 
"AUG"/ "SEP"/ "OCT"/ "NOV"/ "DEC" 7C2g 

YEAR SJ "74"/"75"/"76"/,,, 7C2h 

TIME s! "0000"/"0001"/,,«/"0100"/,,,/»2359" 7c2i 

ZONE a i 
"PDT"/"PST"/"GMT"/"EST"/"EDT"/"MST"/"MDT"/"CST"/ "COT" 7C2j 

AUTHLIST =? authorident / AUTHLIST 7c2k 

TITLE full title 7C21 

LINKS *S LINK / QPENLINK SP LINK 7c2m 

OPENIINK s? » <}*>« 7C2H 

LINK =I "knumper,1lw>" 7c2o 

PARAMETERS = ! PARAM / PARAM % PARAMETERS 7c2p 

PARAM a i TYPE / PRIVACY / RECORD 7c2q 

TYPE 3 * "ACTION" / "INFO" 7c2r 

PRIVACY =I "private" / NULL 7c2s 

RECORD ss " Unrecorded" / NULL 7c2t 
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BODY =l ITEM / ITEM EOS BODY 7c2u 

ITEM s• ITEMNAME '? text string 7c2v 

ITEMNAME = s "xo" / " c c " / "Comments" / "Rfc No" / "Updates" 
/ "Obscletes" / "Keywords" / "Subcollections" / "Received 
at" / "Forwarded by" / "MESSAGE" 7c2w 

NULL SI null 7c2X 

SP =i a space character 7c2y 

CR = : a carriage return character 7c2z 

(NOTES) 7C3 

Note that the statement tor subcollections will always be 
present, 7c3a 

Note that each statement of information has a descriptor 
fieic name followed by a colon, This conforms with the 
network standard as proposed in HFC 561 <18516,> of Sept, 
1973, 7cite 

The journal link will only have the number present and not 
the directory, 7c3c 

There will be a carriage return following the title in all 
cases (even if title extends passed first line), 7c3d 

The link <?w> (the QPENLjNlU w ill be present only for mail 
in which the message is delivered with the citation (this 
will include, cf course, sNDM5G generated items,), 7C3e 

The only way one will distinguish SNDM$G ahd journal 
recieved mail is by the absence of the journal numper link 
(and possibly by the directory name as opposed to the ident 
for the author,) 7c3f 

The sndmsg format should be the same as journal items, 7c3g 

Each field is a statement, 7c3h 

If ariy o£ the fields are empty that statement win not 
appear at all, 7c3i 

Of the four Parameters in square brackets, only the first 
parameter (ACTION/INFO) will always appear, The others win 
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appear only if that condition is true? that is# Public and 
Recorded will never be shown, 7c3j 

Only the ACTION/IMFO parameter will he in uppercase? all 
others win be first letter uppercase only. 7c3K 

The only information not in this version of tne citation is 
the FROM field that contains the sending host# l ast name of 
author# and author's organization, 7c31 

Note that the citation cannot fee addressed as a statement 
name since the first character wll always be a number, 7c3m 

(Other) templates 7d 

RLL 1332»PDT-220CT74, A Note on the future of journal citation# 
<iwg> CJOURNAL#JRNL24»ji2 345:wg> (Action,Priv#Unrec#Forwarded3 7dl 

From? GFFlCE-2, Lieberman (SRI-ARC) 7dla 

To? ABC DEF GHi 7<Ub 

CC? JKL MNU PQP SPT C QWE SDF] 7dlC 

Comments? Just a test for fun, 7dld 

Rfc No! 123 7die 

messages If# indeed, it is delivered# t he message text 
appears here, 7dif 

References? < MJOljBNAli# 34567# i |w> 7dlg 

Updates; <12345,> 7dlh 

Qbsoletes? <23456,> 7dli 

Keywords? test# journal, header 7dlj 

subcoiiectlonsi LANGUAGE BUGS SRI-DEV 7dlk 

Received at? 1356PDT!220CT74; 7dll 

forwarded by? JCN at 1432PDT? 300ct74 7dtm 

RLL 740CT22-1332-PDT# A Note on the future of journal citation, 
<?wg> <JCURNAL#JRNL24#Jl2345iwg> [Action] 7d2 

From? OFFxCE>2# Lieberman C SRx-ARC) 7d2a 
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TOl A BC DEF GH1 7d2b 

Comments: just a test for fun, 7d2c 

MESSAGE: if, indeed, it is delivered# t ne message text 
appears here, 7d2d 

Received at: 1356PDT:220CT74: 7d2e 

1332*PDT»22UCT74 PlL# A Mote on the future of journal citation# 
<:wg> <JOURNAL,JRNL24,J12345 jwg> [Action,Priv,unrec,Forwarded3 7d3 

PDT1332-220CT74 RtL, A Note on the future of journal citation, 
<svg> <0CURNAL,JRNL24#Jl2345?wg> [Action,Priv,unrec,Forwarded] 7d4 

(open) questions 7d5 

The ordering of various statements after MESSAGE« 7d5a 

Whether to line up information in field after header, 7d5b 
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(J25451) 24-FEB-75 15804???? Title? Authorcs): Robert N# 
Ueberman/RLLF Distribution 8 /AROLOGC C ACTION j 3 SPl-ARCC t INFO-ONLY 
3 3 ? Sub-Collections 8 SRI-ARC A RC-LOG; Clerks RLL? Origins < 
LIEBERMAN, HEADERS ,M5? 59, >, 24-FEB-75 1 4 8 54 RLL 8???####? 



KIHK 24-FEB-75 21:44 25452 
Comments on the 'final' journal citation 

in general looks very goodt Major bad thing is a time that cannot be 
used for statement name (how ahOut PDT1332 22-OCT-75) ? This would 
give you a logical ordering of time elements (from small to large) 
and allow access by statementnam.e, Jump to name next would always 
find the most recent one if the time happened to be duplicated, 

one other thing# you should recommend that the Insert Sendmail (form) 
and Process Sendmail (form) commands use the sdme format in the same 
order, Good Show, 
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Comments on trie 'tinal' journal citation 

CJ25452) 24-FEB-75 21l44i;,j Title! AUtnor(S)! KirK E, Kelley/KIRKj 
Distribution! t ACTION ] ) ; SUB«Coliecti0ns: SRI-ARCj CierKi 
KIRK ( 



JBP 24-FEB-75 22 S 35 25453 
Journal Citations vs, AHPA Network Standards 

it might be useful to cite the AHPA network standard for message 
headers for reference during the discussion of new journal headers, 
The reference is HFC 561 <,18516,>, jon, 
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ACM 25-FEB-75 08:05 

RESEARCH CN SECURE OPERATING SYSTEMS AND 
DATA BASE SYSTEMS AND ON AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING 

1974 ARPA Project summary 

Prepared fors APPA IPT principal investigators Conference 
San Diego, Mar, 12-14, 197b 

prepared byi Saul Amarei apd C, V, Srinivasan 
Department of Computer Science 
Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, N, J, 08903 

This summary covers work done during calendar year 1974 in the areas 
of Secure Systems and Automatic Programming, 

I, SECURE SYSTEMS 

1, Protection and Integrity of Data Bases CMinsxy) 

Our research has centered on the process of user - data base 
CDB) interaction, and on the structure of the DB, The 
conventional protection techniques - usually called access control 
- were found to be insufficient, The concept of intentional 
resolution was defined, and was shown to be an important aspect of 
protection, The D8 is conceived as a programming system 
which has procedural as wen as structural components, we 
started work on the design of a Data Base Language (UBL5 tor 
constructing such a system, in parallel, we are planning 
an experimental design of a DB system using the SIMULA l anguage, 
This work has been documented in the following S05AP reports by 
Minskv? TR-7 "On the interaction with Data Bases", TR-8 "Comments 
on Privacy of Data Bases"# TR-9 "On the Resolution Power of 
Privacy Protection in Data Base Systems" (also to appear in Comm, 
ACM), TR-lQ "On the Formation of Abstract Data Types", 
XR-n "Protection of Data-Bases, and t he process of User Data-Base 
Interaction", AND TM-6 "Another look at Data Bases", 

2, Generating Valid Implementations (Welsch) 

Our approach has been to specify a kernel of an operating system, 
and to use a precondition generator to validate properties 
of the kernel, Experimental work on validation has pointed out 
difficulties in stating formal assertions for large programs, 
A critical review of this approach is now underway, 
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3, Resource Enhancement for Operating 
Support (Ruschitzka) 

Systems 

Exploratory work has begun on architectural features which would 
support an operating sYstem. in maintaining its integrity 
and privacy characteristics, 

II, AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING 

1, Studies and Systems in Specific Domains 

1.1 Use of Finite State Machine Theory to Synthesize 
Efficient Programs (Wilkens) 

We have been working on the development of a program to produce 
the best code assignment for the states of a program described 
as a finite state system. The work of consolidating space and 
time expenditures in the state code optimization program has 
been largely completed, 

1.2 Formulation and Manipulation of Enumeration Based 
Algorithms C Peuli) 

We are building a system which is intended to aid a user 
in the formulation of a recursive definition, and then to 
provide him with one or more "good" algorithms that 
implement the definition and/or suggestions about the 
redesign of the definition. To produce a "good" algorithm we 
look for certain significant properties. The search for 
some of these has been automated, Recent theoretical work has 
resulted in the identification of additional significant 
properties. This work is described in TM-5 by Pauil, 
"properties which allow optimization of Recursive Definitions 

it • • i « 

1.3 Design of N0n-adaptive Comparator Algorithms (Levy) 

We have implemented most of the functional components of a 
system for synthesizing programs to find order statistics -
e,g, to find the ith largest element in a llstt The design of 
the control and evaluation subsystems is now underway, 

5e 
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6a 
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1,4 Automatic 
specifications 

Program 
(Amarei) 

Formation from Problem 
6a7 

we are continuing to explore systems tnat accept a problem 
statement in non*procedural form and form a program by 
using AX methods of problem, solving, In addition to 
problems of sorting and reasoning about actions, we are 
working on a problem in the area of partially ordered sets 
which is presented in the form of input-output 
correspondences, 6a8 

Several approaches to the latter problem have been 
programmed, Amarei organized a one-day session on the 
"Inference of Programs from Sample Computations" at the 
Nate Advanced study institute on Computer oriented Learning 
Processes? Bonas, France in August, 6a9 

2, General Systems for Automatic Programming csrinivasan) 6b 

Our objective is to create a meta system that can specialize 
itself to be an efficient problem soiver in a domain based on 
the descriptions of knowledge in the domain, The system Is called 
Beta Description System (MDS), The architecture of MDS is 
described by Srinivasan in TR-2Q "A coherent information System" 
and in TR-13 "The Beta Description System", The nature of the 
use of MPS for Automatic Programming is discussed in TM-4 
"Programming over a Knowledge Base", A major program 
development effort was carried out (in INTERLISP) at the 
ISI TENEX and at the Stanford SU^EX-AIM system throughout the 
year• Substantial progress was made in the implementation of the 
CHECKER and the XNSTANTIATOR, A novel concept of a Theorem Prover 
for MDS was developed? it is discussed via examples in TR-25 
"A New Approach to Theorem Proving by Synthesis", This effort is 
now moving to the program design stage, Other activities include 
work on data structure optimization? TR-12 by Srinivasan covers 
this work, 6c 
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Prepared for! 

Prepared nys 

Distributed romputation/TEMEX Project 
1974 ARPA Project Summary 

ARPA XPT principal Investigators Conference 
San Diego* Mar# 12"14# 1975 

JerrV Burchfiel 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc, 
50 Mouiton Street 
Cambridge, Mass, 02138 

Our work during 1974 has resulted in significant accomplishments 
in the following areas? 

Prototype, multi-machine, program execution environment, 

We have developed 
execution environment 
networkwide file syste 
possible for existing 
that includes the file 
machines# without requ 
rewritten, The initia 
was accomplished with! 
Executive) system c 11 
intercepting selected 
p r o g r a m s  1 2 ] ,  

and are continuing to improve a program 
for ARPANET TENEX hosts that includes a 
m, This execution environment makes it 
application programs to operate in a context 
systems of the entire collection of network 

iring that the programs themselves be 
1 prototype implementation of this environment 
n the context, of the RSEXEC (Resource Sharing 
ana it makes use of a mechanism for 
operating system calls made by the application 

Access control and Accounting for Terminal IMPs 

Together with 
developed a login 
development of thi 
knew the telephone 
uncontrolled acces 
situation by requi 
use the network by 
If the user succes 
procedures for his 
the TIP in the usu 

the Computer Systems Division at RBN we have 
and accounting system for ARPANET TIPS, Prior to 
s system# anyone with g terminal and data set who 
number for a TIP diaj^up port had free and 

s to the ARPANET, TIP login corrects this 
ring that a TIP user establish his authorization to 
supplying a valid network user name and password, 

sfully passes this access control check# accounting 
TIP session are initiated and he is free to use 

al manner# 

TIP login and accounting was implemented by building upon the 
existing TlPSER-RSEXEC system which provides a means for TIPS to 
support what are usually thought of as "large host" functions by 
sharing some of the resources of ARPANET TeneX hosts, In order to 
satisfy reliability requirements and to achieve a degree of load 
leveling# the TIP3ER-RSEXEC is implemented as a distributed# 
multicomputer system, 
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Management of Distributed Data Bases, 10 

We have developed a method for maintaining multiple, distributed 
copies of a data base in the presence of distributed data base 
updating in a manner that guarantees the mutual consistency of all 
copies of the data base# Although this work was motivated by the 
reliability and efficiency requirements of the TIP login system 
which dictated that the Network user data base be maintained in this 
manner, we believe that the method has applicability beyond the TIP 
login system. The method is completely distributed in the sense that 
it requires no centralized control nor does it require that all 
copies of the data base be locked. simultaneously in order to 
accomplish the updates, 11 

The method# which is described in detail in [33, consists of two 
parts? a reliable, data independent# update transmission and 
distribution mechanism which guarantees that an data base updates 
reach all data base sites? and, a data dependent update procedure 
which is activated at data base sites when update commands arrive, 
The update procedure makes use of a "time stamping" scheme which 
enables data base sites to regenerate a sufficient portion of the 
time sequence of update events to determine how a particular update 
command should be incorporated into their copies in a consistent 
manner# 12 

Network Protocol Research 13 

we have developed a prototype implementation of tne Cerf*Kahn 
Internetwork Protocol [4] as a TENEX facility which will support 
communication with hosts on the ARPANET and other networks, (e,g, 
Packet Radio Net), We have also developed a prototype of the new 
TELNET PCTE (Remote-controlled echoing and transmission) option in 
TENEX to provide responsive terminal connections even through 
satellite links, 14 

Security 

we nave provided new TENEX mechanisms fQr creating a new 
encapsulated capabilities domain for either a process or an entire 
job? servers operate by creating a new domain for each instance of 
service# setting the capabilities of that domain to match the * 
qualifications of the authenticated user# 

Resource Allocation 

15 

16 

17 

Tne TENEX pie-slice scheduler is a novel approach to the 
resource allocation problem which removes administrative policies 
from the regulator mechanism, It provides a guaranteed level ot CPU 
service to each group of users based on tables maintained by the 
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facility administration# and it permits sale of a "slice" of the 
processor to each subscribing organization, 
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ClJ Thomas# R,R«# "A resource snaring executive for the ARPANET", 
AFXPS Conference Proceedings# Vol 42, June 1973, 19 

£23 Thomas# PfH»# "JS*5 traps - a TENEX mechanism for 
encapsulation of user processes"# to pe presented 1975 
National Computer Conference, 20 

133 jonnson# P,F, and H, H, Thomas# "The maintenance of duplicate 
databases", ARPA Network Working Groups RFC 677, January 1975, 21 

[4] Cerf# V , and R, Kahn# "A Protocol for Packet Network 
Intercommunication", IEEE Transaction on Communication, May 1974, 22 
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Network speech Compression 
1974 APPA Project Summary 1 

Prepared fori ARPA X PT Principal Investigators Conference 
San Diego # Mar, 12*14# 1975 2 

Prepared by: Glen J, Culler 
150A A ero Camino 
Goieta# California 93017 

3 

The work undertaken by CHI may be summarized as threeseparate tasks# 
although they were directly coordinated andmutuaiiy supportive. 
These ares 4 

1, Development of an interactive signal processing system of 
significant power, 4a 

2, Real time implementation of the Markel algorithm on the 
ARPANET, 4b 

3, Basic research on the application of discrete wave theory to 
speech signal processing, 4c 

In descriptive terms# the hardware of the signal processing sy stem 
was completed and checked cut during the early part of the year, The 
connection to the network in hardware and software came UP in 
November, The real time implementation of network speech compression 
was demonstrated Jointly with Lincoln Lab in December, The part of 
our program which is in basic research stands on the shoulders of the 
foregoing and got underway in December, It win be our primary 
activity for the remainder of our contract year (which ends September 
1). ^ 

SUMMARY: 6 

1# A System for interactive signal processing Hardware (r, Bjorkman# 
J, Vanderford, B, Lum) 

Software CM, Mccammon#D, Taylor# G, Bail) 7 

A, This system has a VDH*connection to the UCSB-IMP, The 
hardware consists of a pair of micro-programmable processors# four 
user stations that are graphics consoles with function keyboards# 
64K of 1/2 microsecond# i fi-bit word memory? three 2314*type disk 
drives# and an analog subsystem currently being extended to 
control an array of 6 microphones in a sound tunnel, 7a 
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Bt The operating system provides a time-sharing facility with 
interactive features in the foreground and signal processing, 
library transfers and system processes in the background, peal 
time applications temporarily lock out all other processes when 
required. Each user station is cued by a lock out light when this 
occurs R 

C, The languages supporting the system consist of a 
micro-programming language* a macro-assembly language and a user 
interactive language tailored to the needs of signal processing 
research, and which includes a console programming facility, 
armed with this capability, we can select the nature of 
programming best related to the requirements of the computational 
tasks desired to be implemented, 

2, Peal Time, packet Speech - NSC prototype 
CM, MdCammon* ?t Taylor, G, Ban) 

As a means to guarantee an early capability, the NSC-group 
selected the IPC * algorithm defeioped by J, Markel of SCRL, A pair 
of sites, Lincoln Lab and CHI, were selected to carry out a 
prototype experiment for real time LPC experience, A simplified 
form of the Network v oice Protocol and a parcel format of 67 bits 
per 20 milliseconds speech frame were used. Aside from some 
hangups, mostly concerned with the way the UC5B-IMP treated our 
VDH connection, the whole thing went very well. Expected 
difficulties with network delays were validated and an effort to 
improve several aspects of the overall process have begun, inese 
include s 

a, Improvement of the XMp*VDH buffering, 
fo, Further study of network delays by appropriate sites, 

Better matching of LPC algorithms at different sites, 
Improvement of quality of LPC analysis, 
investigation of type 3 message usage, 

f, Development of better packet handling for network speech 
communication, 

c, 
d, 
e, 

7b 

7c 

8a 

Sal 

Discrete wave Theory Applied to Speech Signal Processing 
CG, Culler, 0, MCGill) 
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Consider a sound wave propagating from a small source into a 
domain bounded by walls with separations less than acoustical wave 
lengths associated with speech signals, If an array of 
microphones is placed Inside this domain or imbedded in its walls# 
then the data collected by synchronously sampling the outputs of 
these microphones 
comprises a discrete wave on multiple indices, one for time and 
the rest for space, if the array is linear and oriented outward 
from the source, then we have a discrete wave on two indices, The 
Kicfc-otf for a theory of discrete waves on two indices is the 
following theorem: 9a 

"The discrete Fourier transform with respect to a time index of 
finite extent satisfies one and (up to c0mmon fact0rs) only one 
linear, seconc order difference equation with real 
coefficients," 9al 

in the cases of primary interest, these coefficients are a 
function of the geometry of the domain and thus, with a computer 
system providing synchronized D/A stimulation of the source and 
A/D sampling of the microphone array, we have a direct 
phenomenological means of deriving discrete difference equations 
of compound cavities, Research is under way to determine such 
equations for Cavities of interest in speech generation and relate 
them to area functions as determined by the lpc technique, our 
hope is that through a better understanding of discrete wave 
equations, we may improve the relationship of speech quality to 
data rate in representation, 9b 
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PACKET RADIO CHANNEL MEASUREMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION 
1974 APPA Project Summary 

Prepared for! APPA IPT principal Investigators conference 
San Diego, Mar, 12-14, 1975 

Prepared by: Stanley c f  Fralick 
Stanford Researcn institute 
Memo Park, California 94025 

One of the long range objectives of toe Packet Radio project is to 
prove that packet-switched radio networks are technologically 
feasible and viable in a military context, SRi has undertaken the 
task of coordinating and integrating an experimental packet radio 
network being developed by a group of ARPA IPTQ contractors during CY 
*74 and #75, The network will be used to demonstrate"feasibility and 
to support application-oriented measurements, During CY '74 our 
activities have included! 4 

1, Mobile instrumented Packet Radio Repeater, 5 

During CY '74 a flexible and highly instrumented mobile van facility 
was developed, In addition to an experimental backet radio 
spread-SDectrum receiver, the van is equipped with considerable FF 
instrumentation and a minicomputer-based data acquisition system, 
This van was used to obtain propagation and noise measurements and 
will soon be used as an instrumented repeater for RF-iink 
measurements and network testing. This facility is described in SRI 
Packet Radio Note C PFN)3, "A Measurement Program for Packet Radio 
Channel Characterization", by D, h, Nielsen and R, A, Shepherd, t 

2, Packet Radio Propagation and Noise Measurements, 7 

introducing a wide.band digital radio communications system such as 
packet radio into the urban and suburban environment requires a 
knowledge of the limitations imposed by that environment on a 
communications signal, we collected and analyzed sufficient 
propagation measurement date to quantify, with high resolution and 
over a wide range of urbanization, distortion caused by multiple 
transmitter-receiver paths, we described the impulse distortion, the 
time variability# and the spatial coherence of the signal at street 
level--the latter being of importance to space-diversity reception. 
The noise inherent to the urban and suburban environment was found to 
be almost totally due to automobile ignition systems, 8 
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We made the first amplitude and time characterization of tnat noise 
in the frequency range above 1000 MHz, The results of these 
measurements are documented in SRI PR.N 4, "Microwave propagation and 
Noise Measurements for Mobile Digital Radio Application", oy D, L, 
Nielson, 

3, Packet Hadio Link Analysis, 

The results of tne measurements have been used to support packet 
radio network FF link design, SRI consulted with and provided data to 
Collins Radio Group of Rockwell international to establish a 
preliminary design that will be tested during CY '75, We analyzed 
and compared modulation schemes and random-access methods to 
determine those tnat are feasible and to predict tne effect of the 
radio environment on performance, This analysis was required to 
arrive at a design for the experimental network? however, it has 
broader implications to a large variety of military and commercial 
digital communications networks since it compares a variety of 
modulation schemes and network access modes in a realistic 
environment. These results are documented in SHI PRN 1, "RF Channel 
Capacity Considerations" by S, C, Fraiick, SRI PRN 2, "Study of 
Throughput and Delay of Spread Spectrum M ultiple Access Modes", by S, 
C, Fraiick and J, K, Leung, and SRI PRN 7, "Technological 
Considerations for Packet Radio Networks" by s# c, Fraiick and J, C, 
Garrett (Garrett is with the Collins Radio Group), 

4, Packet Radio Traffic sources and Terminals, 

To provide controlled sources to generate required time" and 
geoaraphiC"»traftie patterns for planned n etwork measurements, we 
developed a microprocessor-controlled portable (suitcase-size, 30 
lb,) traffic source, The traffic source has a full ASCII keyboard, 
80 characters of oisplay, and a 20 char/line printer so that it can 
double as a terminal, The microprocessor is programmed to format 
messages into packets and to support minor text editing tasks, The 
microprocessor will provide a simple but powerful tool to generate 
packets with a wide (and software changeable) variety of lengths, 
formats, etc. This work is documented in "The Role of 
Microprocessors in High Speed Portable Data. Communications Terminals" 
by 5, C, Fraiick and Ds Brandln, Prceedings of dournees df 

Electronique, Lausanne, SW, 1974, ana SRI PRN 6, "Digital Terminals 
for Packet Broadcasting by S, C, Fraiick, D, H« Brandin (both of 
SRI) and F» F, Kuo, and c. Harrison (both of the ALOHA system, 
University of Hawaii), 

1 0  

u 

1 2  

i 3 
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THE PRACTICAL IMPACT OF RECENT COMPUTER A DVANCES 
ON THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF LARGE SCALE NETWORKS 

1974 ARPA Project summary 

Prepared for: ARPA IPX Principal investigators Conterence 
San-Diego, Mar, 12-14, 1975 

Prepared by: Howard Frank 
Network Analysis Corporation 
Beeehwood, old Tappan Road 
Glen Cove# New York 11542 
(516) 671-9580 

This summary describes Network Analysis Corporation's 
accomplishments in the study of local# regional and large scale data 
communications problems, 

PACKET RADIO SYSTEM NETWORK STUDIES! 

Efforts during the past contract year were aimed at 
establishing base performance character isttcs of a single 
station# fixed repeater location packet Radio System and to 
evaluate the effects on performance of a number of fundamental 
hardware design decisions, Analytic and simulation studies of 
throughput and delay were conducted to enable various design 
decisions including! use of multiple or single detectors at 
repeaters and stations# evaluation of tradeoffs between range# 
power and interference# incorporation of single or dual data rate 
repeaters# common versus split channel operation# and the use of 
omni versus directional antennas, in addition# numerous studies 
were performed to quantify system delay# throughput and blocking 
under various routing alternatives# acknowledgement schemes# repeater 
network organization and to insure that gross system performance 
using unoptimized operating parameters and algorithms was within a 
level that would justify further design efforts, 6 

PACKET RADIO SYSTEM NETWORK ALGORITHMS AND CONTROL! 7 

During the year# the main effort has been towards developing 
workable network algorithms# to insure order of magnitude 
performance and design robustness for a single station multiple 
repeater# multiple terminal network. Preliminary designs of 
eleven routing algorithms were evaluated using combinatorial 
analysis, three were selected for detailed design# and two of 
these were simulated and tested, and based on these tests, 
recommended for implementation. Single station, multirepeater 
initialization, network mapping, and transmission algorithms 
were proposed, 8 
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Hop-by-hop and end-to-end acknowledgement schemes were developed# 
simulated and tested, simple terminal search and local 
terminal control algorithms were developed and simulated, in 
addition# a repeater location optimization algorithm was 
developed# programmed# and tested, The above family of 
algorithms provided a basis for demonstrating the reliable 
transmission of packets within the Packet Radio System# b ut further 
work is required to improve efficiency, to handle multiple 
stations, and to increase the number of type$ of terminals that can 
be handled by the system, 

LOCAL AND REGIONAL DATA NETWORK PERFORMANCE, COST COMPARISONS AND 
ALTERNATIVES? 

A variety of tools have been developed to allow economical 
cost/pertormance tradeoff studies, Accomplishments include? 
the practical demonstration that low cost terminal access can 
be achieved by hardware multiplexing at TlPst the proof of the 
cost-effectiveness of multipoint lines for connecting low and 
medium sPeed terminals into ARPANETj the demonstration of the 
use of software demultiplexing as a means of increasing the 
terminal handling capacity of a TIP by a factor of 10? and the 
theoretical calculation of capacity# error rates and delay to 
establish of feasibility incorporating broadcast packet radio 
techniques on a wideband coaxial cable local distribution network 
to serve a large group of densely located military users, 

INTEGRATED LARGE SCALE PACKET-SWITCHED NETWORK COST AND PERFORMANCE? 

During the year# the groundwork was laid to complete the study of 
cost and performance tradeoffs in large scale packet-switched 
networks, Basic analysis and design algorithms for 
optimization cf terminal processor location# topological 
optimization# t hroughput and delay analysis# and reliability analysis 
were completed, In addition, a number of cost/performance studies 
were completed, These include the proof of the cost effectiveness of 
using satellites to increase the capacity of ARPANET, the 
establishment cf the feasibility of a 1,000 IMP packet-switched 
network using terrestrial links, ana studies of the 
cost/effectiveness of packet-switching within an environment 
containing several thousand terminals, These studies are expected 
to lead to methods for handling large numbers of both terminals 
and processors and various packet access methods implemented 
within different hierarchy levels of large integrated command 
and control communication networks for the DOD, 
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SUPPORT FACILITY DEVELOPMENT! 14 

During the past year# a basic packet radio simulator was 
developed. The simulator handles a single station# up to 48 
repeaters and several hundred terminals of the same type, 
imbedded in the simulator are models of the repeater# station# and 
terminals# t wo routing algorithms# non-persistent carrier sense and 
unslotted ALOHA random access schemes# zero capture receivers# 
single and dual data rate channels# omnidirectional antennas# and 
an interactive terminal to station protocol. Ail device 
actions required to initiate, relay# and receive a packet are 
simulated in the same sequence of events that would occur in 
the actual packet radio system, Last year's experience showed 
that for systems like packet radio# interactive, graphical 
display can greatly reduce the time required to carry out certain 
forms of system studies such as repeater data rate, power# and 
operating parameter variations, During the contract period, the 
first phase of a graphical display system# specifically designed 
to deal with network problems was developed, in addition, several 
stand alone analysis and design algorithms and programs were 

location developed# i ncluding a repeater 
network editor# 

algorithm ana a basic 
15 
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Prepared by: Peter Kirstein 
Department of Statistics and computer Science 
44 Gordon Sq 
London# w ,C«l 
U.K. 

During 1974 our activities have concentrated on the attachment of 
Hosts by means of a front-end computer with the minimum of software 
modification in the main Host# m easurement and evaluation of the 
Network: in our environment, investigation of the requirements for 
support activities, investigation of the management problems in the 
international environment, and the investigation of the requirements 
for internetworking. It should be noted that although this project 
nas access to ARPA provided facilities, it is largely funded from 
other sources, our activities are discussed with, and reported to 
IPTO? however only certain aspects of the work belong to main ipto 
research program, 

1, front-end attachment of hosts 

a considerable effort has gone into improving the attachment of the 
Rutherford Laboratory (rl) IBM 360/195 as a Host via a front-end pdp 
9 computer, the Host is now attached to Arpanet in a rugged manner# 
and rile Transfer is possible, Users connected directly to the rl 
360 can get out to access arpanet Hosts, The excercfse showed where 
certain chances were required for the network environment--and 
improved, when the changes were implemented, local facilities also, 
Examples of the the improvements required are better flow control, 
HELP facilities and Status information, 

The Cambridge Computer Aided Design Center (CADC) ATLAS Computer was 
attached also in a preliminary way? the PDF 9 provided a single 
TELNET channel, The technique was shown to work also in attaching 
the University of London Computer Center C ULCC) CDC 6000/7000 
complex, These Hosts are not teeing incorporated operationally yet, 
since to nave several Hosts attached simultaneously via the pdp 9 in 
this way requires some operating system modificationsf t hese will be 
completed during 1975, 
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2, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION 

order to measure and evaluate ARPANET in our environment, it was 
j t0 build up a significant level 0f usaoe. An adequately 
user community has been built up-~most 

involve "" -~-3 T !e 

In 
necessary 
diverse 

cooperation 

Usage, An adequately 
in projects which 

between UK and US research groups, We are 
ve been most significant for 
easure the overhead in the 
raffle characteristics ot 

we have only 
airrerent xeveas or protocol, anq tne trarric cntsr«i 
users as a function ot their applications. In this 
developed much of the Infrastructure during 1974, 

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 10 

In order to develop the User Community of $2, and even for many 
administrative activities, a number of support activities are 
necessary, An on-line catalogue of documents is being prepared, and 
the documents distributed by the British Library, The POST System 
permitting the sharing qf of an account by several users for mail 

A number of short FACT cards have been 
it has become clear that facsimile 
the coordination of certain 
of incorporating facsimile transmission 
has been started, 

purposes has been improved, 
produced, and courses run, 
transmission is required in 
projects»-hence an activity 
into the message facilities 

4,MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 

11 

12 

It has become clear that in this international environment, "Balance 
of payments" issues become very serious, With the number of 
government agencies involved, and international restrictions on 
payments, even finding criteria to manure a balance of payments 
problem is difficult, Some initial papers have been 
subject, ana are being discussed with various foodies 
UK, 

prepared on this 
in the us and 

13 

5, INTERNETWORK A CTIVITIES 14 

We have started preparing to implement the host-host protocols of the 
Internetwork Protocol proposed by Cerf and Kahn as part of a loint 
experiment with Stanford u and BBN, Independently, we have 
considered what the salient factors might be in the interconnection 
of networks, and have concluded a virtual circuit connection at 
gateways , with protocol mapping there, looks the most promising, 
Following this approach , we have started simulating the operation of 
the pacxet Switch on the proposed British post office Experimental 
Packet Switching Service (EPSS), and are starting to implement the 
link to tne CAEC ATLAS as if it was via an internetwork Gateway and 
EPSS, when EPSS becomes operational in late 1975, this 
interconnection will be implemented in earnest, 15 
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Information Processing Techniques Research 
1974 Arpa project summary 

Prepared fori ARPA IPT Principal Investigators Conference 
San Diego# Mar, 12-14# 1975 

Prepared by? irwin l, L®bow 
Data Systems Division 
M, I, T, tincoin Laboratory 
Box 73# Lexington, Ma, 02173 

The following is a summary of Lincoln project activities during Cy 
74 in the four areas? A) Network speech Compression# B) 
Speech understanding, C) Surface-Acoustic wave convolvers for 
Packet Radio, and D) Airborne Command and Control, 

A) NETWORK SPEECH COMPRESSION (B, Gold) 

The overall goal of the Network speech compression (NsC) program i s 
to investigate and demonstrate the technology required to carry 
speech over packet-switched networks, A potentially large economic 
gain can oe realized if secure digital voice and data can he 
carried over a single integrated packet switched network. To 
achieve this goal# the NSC group is investigating the delay and 
throughput characteristics of the ARPANET for speech at different 
rates and is developing speech compression algorithms matched to 
Network properties, Lincoln is contributing to the areas 
described below; 

1, Network Delay Measurements, Using the ARPANET "fake host" 
facility we have obtained measurements of fixed and random components 
of network transmission delays as well as delays causes by network 
flow control mechanisms, These results have helped focus 
attention on ongoing speech-oriented network modification, 

2, CVSD ExPerirrents on Arpanet, Lincoln and 1ST communicated via 
CVSD at a io Kteps rate. As a result 0t this experiment# several 
specific network changes have been implemented to increase 
throughput, 
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3, LPC speech Demonstration on Arpanet, In Dec, 1974, the 
first successful network: speech communications demonstration using 
LPC was carried out between Lincoln and CHI at 3460 bps. This 
experiment involved the use of a new Network voice protocol 
desioned at ISI, Single-packet messages were used avoiding the 
reservation deiay of the higher-rate multi-pac^et CVSD messages, The 
LPC speech at 3450 bps was of much higher quality than CVSD 
speech at 10 kbps, and it was generally agreed that this 
speech link could be used without significant annoyance due to 
delays or speech quality, 9 

4, Conferencing, Lincoln has specified and Procured from industry 
12 CVSD equipments. These win he used initiauy for 
conferencing experiments between Lincoln and ISI, 

5, voice Excited linear Prediction Vocoders, A voice-excited 
LPC system is being implemented on the FDP to run at 8 Kbps, This 
data rate will permit specific comparisons between this system 
and the better Known adaptive predictive coding CAPO algorithm, 11 

6, Variable Pate LPC Processors" In Packet communication, 
Channel bandwidth utilization is adjusted automatically to tne 
current trans- mission rate, which facilitates bandwidth reduction 
via variable rate coding techniques. We have achieved reasonable 
quality speech at 1400 bps by eliding silences, using decreased 
rates during voiceless sounds, and speaker adaptation, 12 

B) SPEECH UNDERSTANDING C J, W. Forqie) 13 

In April 1974, Lincoln Laboratory successfully demonstrated 
its mid^term speech understanding system for the government* s 
joint A dvisory Committee for the Laboratory and later for 
other groups including the SUR Steering Committee, The system 
recognized sentences which were constrained to be appropriate to a 
particular limited task domain ana a 250 word vocaouiary. The 
system correctly recognized sentences from a large number of 
speakers without prior training or speaker-dependent adjustments, 
informal testing snowed about 75% correct sentence recognition. 
Controlled testing with more difficult sentence material (275 
sentences from 6 speakers) showed approximately 50% completely 
correct with another 30% having errors in only one word or phrase. 
Processing time for a typical 3 to 4 second sentence was usually 
less than one minute, 14 

C) SURFACE ACCIJST1C-WAVE CONVOLVERS for PACKET RADIO (E, Stern) 15 
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In the second half of CY 74, a program 
Lab0rat0ry to develop advanced acoustic 
matched filters in Packet padio. our 
high«time-bandwidth (TW) product systems 

was pegun at Lincoln 
convolvers for use as 

goal is to achieve 
wnicft synchronize rapidly 

for protection against interference, 
Conventional high»TW matched filters 
result, these systems often give 
resistance to preserve reasonable 
indicate tnat a SAW convolver which 
MHz (TW = 100G) should synchronize 

jamming and interception, 
require long sync times, as a 
up lamming and/or interception 
access times. Our 
spreads 100 Kbps 

in under on© 

studies 
data over 
msec, 

100 
16 
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Furthermore, a code could be implemented with a structure wnich 
could be changed with sufficient rapidity to make cryptographic 
analysis and subsequent interception virtually impossible. In 
a preliminary experiment a data stream of 140 Kbps spread over 67 
MHz CTW s 500> w ith a changing code was successfully decoded, we 
are currently perfecting a convolver with TW » 1000, 17 

D) AIRBORNE COMMAND and CONTROL (A, J, Mclaughlin) 18 

Early in CY 74, a study was undertaken of aircraft 
digital communications with emphasis on satellite links, A report 
summarizing this work was delivered to arpa, it was generally 
concluded that satellites provide the only means of achieving 
highly reliable long range communications to aircraft» Major 
increases in system data rates should be possible by exploitation of 
electronically steered, high gain satellite antennas and by 
efficient sharing of network capacity by packet access techniques, 19 

During the second half of C* 74, a study was begun to investigate 
the applicability o* Computer networking tecnn0l0gy to the Airborne 
Command Post Command and Control problem, It has been concluded 
that netting the computers of several airborne command posts and 
ground facilities provides the framework for achieving 
significantly enhanced performance, a series of experiments is 
being defined using the ARPANET as an R&D test beg to validate and 
demonstrate this conclusion in an environment in which both 
the APP capacities and the communication rates are constrained, 
In these experiments some of the nodes will be airborne and some 
simulated by ground nodes on the network, The experimental 
program will permit evaluation and refinement of developmental 
techniques of data management, resource sharing, and packet 
communications in a realistic environment, 20 
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SPEECH DIGITIZATION A ND TRANSMISSION ON THE ARPANET 
BY ADAPTIVE LPC TECHNIQUES 
1974 ARPA Project Summary 

Prepared for? AFPA IPT Principal investigators Conference 
San Diego, Mar* 12-14* 1975 

Prepared bys D,T, MAGILL 
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE *BLDG, 306A 
333 ravrnsnood ave. 
MENLO PAPK.#CA, 94025 

THIS SUMMARY COVERS WORK DONF DURING CALENDAR YEAR 1974* OUR 
research has been concentrated in two theoretical areas* in 
addition, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of 
a computer facility that will permit real-time, low-rate digitized 
SPEECH TRANSMISSION ON THE ARPANET, 

BROADLY SPEAKING OUR OBJECTIVE HAS BEEN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BETTER 
QUALITY AND LOWER DATA RATE VOICE DIGITIZERS, THE BASIC APPLICATION 
IS TO THE PROBLEM OF ECONOMICALLY ACHIEVING SECURE COMMUNICATION WITH 
HIGH INTELLIGIBILITY AND GOOD QUALITY, OUR RESEARCH EFFORT HAS BEEN 
IDENTIFIED IN TWO MAJOR TASKS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED SEPARATELY BELOW, 
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT PRIOR TO 1975 OUR MAJOR SIMULATION RESULTS 
HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED IN NON-REAL TIME, REAL-TIME DEMONSTRATIONS ARE 
PLANNED IN EARLY 1975, 

a , speech digitization by lpc estimation techniques 

THE OBJECTIVE CF THIS TAsK HAS BEEN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN LPC SPEECH 
DIGITIZATION SYSTEM THAT ACHIEVES LOWER DATA RATES(WHTLE MAINTAINING 
HIGH QUALITY) THAN PREVIOUS SYSTEMS, T^E RESULT OF OUR EFFORTS HAS 
BEEN THE: DEVELOPMENT OF THE DELCO ALGORITHM FQR SPEECH ENCODING, 
DELCO RECOGNIZES REDUNDANCIES IN THE LPC PARA- METERS AND REMOVES 
THEM, CONSEQUENTLY* THE DATA COMPRESSION IS INCREASED BEYOND THAT 
ACHIEVED WITH CONVENTIONAL LpC TECHNIQUES, AN ADDITIONAL REDUCTION OF 
APPROXIMATELY 3 TO 1 HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED. DELCO PRODUCES 
asynchronous data transmissions as do most good compression 
techniques* packet communication systems, either 
PACKET SWITCHING OR RADIO* A pE IDEALLY SUITED JO CAPITOLJZE ON SUCH 
TECHNIQUES, IN SUMMARY, DELCO HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO PROVIDE A 
REDUCTION OF TRANSMITTED BIT RATE(FOR LPC PARAMETERS) OF 
APPROXIMATELY THREE TO ONE WITH ESSENTIALLY NO SpBLECH QUALITY 
DEGRADATION, 
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B, speech digitization excitation study 

the objective of this task has been to develop mope effective methods 
OF encoding the excitation signal used to drive the lpc synthesizing 
filter at the receiver, previous techniques have either required too 
high a bit rate or have suffered from the well-known problems of 
pitch extraction, our initial research considered some methods of 
improving the fitch extraction process, however# our major effort 
has been devoted to more robust methods of encoding the excitation 
signal, that is, we have concentrated on the development of an 
encoding system that is capable of operating in the presence of 
background noise and/or multiple speakers, t'wfl systems have been 
developed and demonstrated as a result of this effort, both 
digitizers ape based oh the SAME fundamental concept # 

NIC 24952 
PART OF NIC 24980 9a 

these digitizers ar.e based oh short-term power spectrum matching and 
the principle cf the vev, both systems use residual encoding and 
linear prediction and ape known as help systems, the first uses 
adaptive delta modulaticn(adm) for encoding the residual while the 
second uses adaptive differential pulse code modulation(adpcm). the 
relp/adm system h as been demonstrated to provide very good quality in 
the range of 8 to 9,6 kbps, furthermore, it has been demonstrated to 
operate successfully w ith two simultaneous speakers * the relp/aom 
system was the first lpc equivalent to the vev to be demonstrated, 10 

THE RELp/ADpCM SYSTEM HAS ALsQ BEEN DEMONSTRATED, THE: MQTIVTICN FOR 
THIS SYSTEM WAS TWOFOLD, FIRST, IT WAS DESIRED TO COMPARE THE 
QUALITY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO ENCODING SCHEMES, SECOND, IT MAY 
BE POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE 4800 BPS OPERATION WITH THE RELP/ADPCM SYSTEM 
WHILE PROVIDING A CCEPTABLE QUALITY, WE HAVE DEMONSTRATED THAT THE 
ADM SYSTEM PROVIDES BET1ER HIGH FREQUENCY CONTENT IN THE SYNTHETIC 
SPEECH THAN THE ADpCM SYSTEM, HOWEVER, THE LATTER APPEARS TO BE 
ACCEPTABLE, aE HAVE THEORETICALLY SHOWN THAT 4800 BpS OPERATION 
SHOULD BE POSSlBLEf H OWEVER, ADEQUATE QUALITY HAS YET TO BE 
DEMONSTRATED, 11 

II? SUMMARY, TWO FORMS OF THE RFLp SYSTEM HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO 
PROVIDE VERY GCCD QUALITY IN THE 8 TO 9,6 KBPS RANGE, FURTHERMORE, 
THESE RELP SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO OPERATE SUCCESSFULLY IN 
PRACTICAL ENVIRONMENTS THAT GIVE CONVENTIONAL VOCODERS GREAT 
DIFFICULTY, 12 
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San Dleqc# Mar, 12-14, 1975 

Nils j, Mis son 
Artificial intelligence Center 
Stanford Research Institute 
Mehio Park# California 94025 

The Computer-Based Consultant (CBC) project at SB! has as its goal 
the development of a computer system that can engage m a spexen 
dialog with a human user to <3ive him detailed adyi.ce about some 
particular subject area, toe have selected maintenance# 
assembly/disassembly# troubleshooting# repair and operation of 
electromechanical equipment as a subject. To create a CBC system 
requires the integration of subsystems for natural language input and 
output# vision# diagnosis of faults# p lanning assembly/disassembly 
sequences and information retrieval, toe are conducting research in 
each of these areas# and in addition# in the area of integrating 
these abilities into a coherent system, To provide specific goals 
and focal points tor our research we have planned a series of 
demonstrations to occur in April of each year 1975 through 1978 
inclusive. The final demonstration is planned to illustrate the 
feasibility of applying this technology to any of several DUDproblem 
situations requiring interactive expertise. 

During calendar 1974 we achieved the following specific results! 

1, PROCEDURAL NET SYSTEM -- During 1974 we developed a prototype 
version of an integrated problem-solving and execution-monitoring 
system, The system uses a new method of storing in a computer memory 
information about actions. The new representation# called the 
"procedural net*" represents actions in a structured way# so that the 
same action appears several times* represented at different levels of 
detail, Tne problem solving Dortion of the system easily solves some 
problems involving simultaneous goals and long chains of actions. 
The execution monitoring system engages in a dialog with a novice 
mechanic# v arying the level of detail in response to the mechanic's 
needs # 

y 
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2, MODELING -- We have designed and implemented a modeling system 
for describing the changing physical states of the workstation 
environment as tasks are being performed. This system allows one 
to specify in e highly modular form relations# Predicates# d erivation 
functions# state transition functions# and models of the actions that 
a human can be asked to do, Furthermore# we have defined in this 
system a set of standard relations (such as ATTACHED and REMOVED) and 
actions (such as INSTALL and CONNECT5 that in effect provide a 
descriptive language in wnich electromechanical equipment and 
assembly/disassembly tasks can be described. This modeling package 
allows the system to maintain a coherent description of the 
workstation both while monitoring actual operations being done by a 
human and while considering hypothetical operation sequences during 
planning, 

3, SELECTION CF VOCABULARY and SEMANTIC CONCERTS -- We have selected 
a vocabulary c* about 650 English words extracted from protocols 
between expert consultants and novice mechanics, These have been 
grouped into semantic categories to help define the key concepts to 
be used in dialogs, This achievement is important because it permits 
us to begin work on the programs for syntactic and semantic analysis 
of natural language dialog in the computer consultant system," 

4, SCANNING LASER RANGEFINDEK -» We have implemented a laser 
rangefinder device that works like a radar to measure distances to 
objects in a scene# The device uses mirrors to scan a raster of 
points in a scene and determines range to each point by measuring the 
time ot flight of a modulated CW laser signal. The range finder is 
playing an important role in our automatic scene analysis work 
because it provides a crucial additional parameter# range# that can 
be used with color and brightness data to interpret visual 
information, 

5, POINTING SYSTEM -- We have implemented a pointing system that 1) 
points a laser beam, at an object named by the user and 25 identifies 
an object pointed at by the user. The system can point at any of 
about a dozen parts of an air compressor that the user requests by 
voice input. It also can identify, bv voice output, any of these 
same parts that the user might point at using a wand with a lightbulb 
on the end. The system uses a TV camera and a storeo. internal model 
of the compressor to control its pointing behavior. This system is an 
important I/O tool in our Computer-Based Consultant project and 
achieves several functions directly that would be much more 
cumbersome to achieve by conventional graphics. 
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6, DISTINGUISHING FEATURES SCENE ANALYSIS SYSTEM -- We have 
Implemented a scene analysis system that taxes as input a 
multisensory (i.e,# range, intensity and coior) image and locates 
objects in the scene based on the most distinguishing sensory 
properties of the object, For any problem# the system itself 
automatically generates the best strategy for finding an object based 
on internal models of its own perceptual abilities. Presently# the 
system can locate several objects and parts of ogjects in office 
scenes (desK tops# chairs# cnair seats# doorways# etc.), 

7, COMPILING CLISP USER CODE -• The computer language QLISP nas 
been enhanced by the addition of the ability to compile user code 
containing QLISF, Previously# any part of the user's program which 
contained any QLlSP at ell could only be executed through the 
interpretative facilities provided by ULISP# b ut now the flexibility 
of the INTERLISP system has been used to interface the standard 
compiler to the particular ways in wnich QLlSp extends the INTERLISP 
language, our preliminary measurements show that compiled QLXSP runs 
about twice as fast as noncompiled# but the main advantage should 
show up in the way users can now freely intermix QLlSp code with 
their regular LISP without the need to introduce artificial 
separations for the saxe of efficiency, 

8, DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM -- We have put together a preliminary 
computer consultant demonstration system with rudimentary abilities 
to give instructions about assembly and disassembly of an air 
compressor, It also combines the laser pointer system (item #5 
above) ana can answer certain questions about the status of the 
compressor, This initial version will serve as a base for a much 
more elaborate system to be ready in April 1975, 
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generals 4 

The Institute for Advanced Computation C XACD i s a NASA/AMES Research 
Center Institute established under a naSa-aHPA inter* agency 
agreement with the charter to develop and operate a large computing 
and information storage facility for NASA, ARPA and other groups 
invited by either of these two, The major equipment of the institute 
is the 1LLIAC IV, PDP-10/TENEX# the B6700 and the UNiCQN 690, This 
equipment, except for the B670G, is incorporated into a single system 
which also includes several PdP-11 management processors# small 
capacity rotating memories and assorted peripheral devices, the 

•

B6700 is operated as a secondary facility and is utilized for certain 
ILLIAC program compilations and for some test proorams, 5 

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES! 6 

The primary resource in the IAC system today is the ILLIAC IV, We 
had two major objectives for the ILLIAC IV during this past year, 
These were? 7 

There were significant accomplishments in both of these areas, At 
the beginning cf 1974, we were providing about 4 hours of ILLIAC time 
daily to about a dozen ARPA and NASA users, at that time, the 
quality of this service, particularly tne state of the ILLIAC iv, was 
uneven, Today, we schedule about 10 hours of ILLIAC iv time daily to 
a aroup of 16*20 ARPA and NASA users, The quality of this service is 
relatively uniform and the state of the ILLIAC IV is good. The 
results the users are gettina are almost always correct when the 
ILLIAC IV is UP, (The "ILLIAC iv" here refers to the 14 processor, 
array memory# and one-half of the total 14 disX memory capacity,) 
Some specific accomplishments in these two general areas are; 8 

1, To provide an ILLIAC IV service to network users? and 
2, To ContinUe the check0ut 0t the machine with emphasis 

on imprcved reliability and maintainability, 
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user services: 9 

Several notable ILLIAC IV user successes have been accomplished this 
year, For example, band has successfully Completed a 30-day global 
climate simulation which runs tor 2 hours on the 14, nasa'S GQDDARD 
INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES (GIS5) has successfully run 2-week 
weather simulations, The naval research labs case program (signal 
PROCESSING) became operational on the illiac IV in November of this 
year, nRl has about 100 raw data sets to process; eaCh data set taxes 
about 1 hour of 14 processing time, SYSTEMS, SCIENCES and SOFTWARE 
CS3S) has run several 3-D finite element calculations on the ILLIAC 
IV? each of which t^fces in excess of 1 hour processing time on the 
machine, spac successfully converted the first phase of thier "Long 
wave" analysis pr°grams to the ILLIAC IV, in general, all users have 
had successful ruhs on the ILLIAC IV with increasing frequency and of 
longer duration, puns of 30 to 120 minutes are becoming common as 
compared to runs of 2-3 minutes at the beginning of the year, 10 

ILLIAC CHECKOUT 1* 

The main objective was to increase reliability and maintainability. 
In this regard, many hardware modifications were made to replace 
faulty components and to correct design errors, specific examples 
include: 12 

the 
o f 

The design, fabrication and replacement of several boards in t 
control unit and in the processing eiepents (pE) and the setup 
an "assembly line" modification to all PE'S which includes 
replacement of all terminators, sleeving of tne back plane pins, 
and some logic corrections, 12a 

In order to improve our ability to maintain the machine? IAC designed 
and developed a PE simulator (PESO), This simulator, whicn runs on 
the ILLIAC IV, accepts fault detection test data as input, simulates 
the execution of a Fe, and produces as output specifically identified 
component failures consistent with the input test data, with this 
sophisticated diagnostic tool most PE faults can be quicKly isolated 
to a specific component for corrective repair action, 13 

In the early part of this year? IAC established (in conjunction with 
the owners) the objective of having one half of the 14 dis* memory 
capacity solid? and routinely available for users, T© achieve this 
objective? both of the disK memory subsystems were extensively 
modified, These modifications were principally In redistribution of 
power, adding capacitors, and logic error corrections. One disK 
system* is relatively solid today, and is rountinely used successfully 
by 14 users. The secoro sub-system with further improvements is in 
final testing, A comprehensive 14 disk memory test was also 
developed, 14 
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unicon 15 

XAC'S objective for the UNICON memory this year was to make the 
device reliable and, by the end of the year, available for the 
storage of data files associated with ILLIAC IV applications, During 
the year # the UNICON controller (designed and faoricated last year) 
was checked out ana numerous modifications were made to the laser 
recording unit, These efforts have significantly increased the 
stability of the device and have provided for verification of correct 
recording during the write operation, A "clean room" was built 
around the device# providing a clean environment for both the laser 
recording unit and the off-line storage of recording strips, The 
UNICQN has been used for the storage of selected ILLIAC 14 user data 
files since November, 

CENTRAL SYSTEM I7 

The major accomplishment in the central (e,g, tenex) XAC System has 
been the routire provision of a stable PDP-10/TENEX service to ILLIAC 
IV and selected network users, Specific enhancements in this Central 
System include: IB 

i„ The addition of a second PDP-10/TE.NEX system in May of this 
year, 18a 

2, The implementation of a magnetic tape facility for ILLIAC IV 
users, This implementation included the design and integration of 
hardware# ar.d the design and development of diagnostic and 
operating software, 18b 

3, Design# d evelopment# and implementation of an "Operator-11" 
facility which runs cn a PDP-11, The "Qperator-l i" greatly 
simplifies the XAC system opera- tors function by performing real 
time system status monitoring and providing a single interface to 
the various devices and software in the system, 18c 

ORGANIZATIONAL 19 

Considerable effort has been spent over the year to carry out the 
Transition from a development to an operational system. Organiza
tionally, these efforts have included the establishment and staffing 
of an administration group, increasing the user support staff and 
extensively changing the operations group including the addition of 
personnel, retraining personnel, and restructuring the group, Key 
personnel additions have occurred at all levels in tne Institute, 
notably with the addition of experienced management in the operation 
groups, 2Q 
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Future plans for the Institute are under study and development, 
Discussions have begun with both APPA and NASA, with increased 
frequency in the latter half of the year, This planning activity 
involves a significant outlay of 1AC management time, 

MISCELLANEOUS 

In September, IAC initiated a survey of application areas for the 
ILLiAc IV, Initial results were presented to APPA in November, This 
survey win be completed in April or May of 197b, 

Plans for accomodating classified data on the i4 are progressing and 
a preliminary approach has been reviewed with representatives from 
APPA, the NAVY anb the AFC facility contractor. 

21 

2 2  

23 

24 
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The research project in image processing is concerned with the 
analysis and development of techniques tor efficiently 
generating, processing, interpreting, transmitting, and displaying 
visual images and two dimensional arrays of data, 

IMAGE coding? 

During 1974 initial steps were taken by various Federal and 
commercial organizer ions toward the implementation of image coding 
systems based upon the adaptive linear predictive coding and 
transform coding concepts developed at the Use image Processing 
institute. Further research at USC in 1974 has led to the 
discovery of a new reconstruction algorithm for linear predictive 
and transform i mage coding systems, This algorithm which involves 
joint linear processing of groups of quantized image variables can 
reduce the mean square coding error by 20% to 50% ana improve 
subjective quality as compared to conventional processing 
techniques, The hybrid DpcM/transform coding technique 
previously developed tor coding individual image frames has been 
successfully extended to the removal of image redundancy between 
television or movie frames. In this system a two dimensional 
image transform i s taken over small image blocks in each frame and 
differential pulse coding is performed on the coefficients between 
frames, only a single frame of data storage is required, Bandwidth 
reductions of about 15?1 to 20;1 have been demonstrated, 6 

IMAGE RESTORATION A ND ENHANCEMENT? 

A new method of computer imacre restoration has been developed to 
correct for astigmatism and curvature of field aberrations caused 
by imperfect optical systems, Neither type of aberration error 
can be removed by conventional filtering techniques because the 
error is space variant, 
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The hew restoration method involves an inverse geometric 
correction# space invariant imaqe restoration# followed by another 
inverse geometric correction to compensate for the 
aberrations, A novel image restoration technique has also been 
discovered for the restoration of images degraded oy general 
forms of space variant blur, This technique# called singular 
value decomposition# i nvolves decomposing a blurred image into a 
series of sub»ima9es of increasing resolution which are sequentially 
Droeessed and recombined to yield the restored image. The beauty 
of the restoration technique is its ability to avoid numerical 
errors which plaque conventional restoration methods, 9 

IMAGE DATA EXTPACTJQWi 10 

A prototype laser/computer optical feature extraction system has 
been built and is presently undergoing applications testing. 
This system consists of a minicomputer# electronic image 
scanning camera# and laser optical device which act together to 
detect ana locate optical features in an image, The computer 
driven scanner searches for and locates gross objects or regions 
within a picture, Then the computer directed laser beam 
performs a high resolution spatial frequency analysis of the 
region, The spectral data is processed by a pattern recognition 
program on the computer to quantitatively determine the location 
and character cf objects within a picture, The overall system is 
capable of analyzing large size# high resolution pictures in 
under five minutes, The optical processing technique nas been 
combined with digital edge and texture analysis algorithms tor 
image recognition and Interpretation, This combined processing 
exploits the parallel processing capbility of the optical system 
and the adaptive nonlinear attributes of computer image manipulation, 11 

IMAGE ANALYSIS I 12 

A new model of the human visual system for color images has been 
found, This model accurately predicts Known visual phenomena such 
as color sensitivity and color constancy under luminance 
changes. The major attribute of the model# in addition to its 
modelling accuracy, is its relative simplicity, The model has led to 
a form of image pre-processing in which a simple nonlinear 
operation is performed cn a color image before convent 1onal 
coding# filtering# enhancement# etc, The addition of 
this simple pre-processing# dictated by the model# has resulted In 
improved color image quantization# better subjective filtering 
results# and an additional bandwidth reduction of 2*1 for transform 
coding of color images, 13 
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image processing facilities! 14 

In August 1974 a PDP-KIIO computer operating under TENex was 
added to the USC Engineering Computer Laboratory for support of 
the image processing research program, The initial stages of 
implementation of a front end image processing software system on 
the pdp*10 have begun, The objective of the software system 
is to handle file manipulation for an image processing user and 
permit transparent access to large scale network computers for 
image processing tasks. Construction of a real time color image 
display TIP terminal *as completed in 1974, Implementation of a 
real time color image magnetic tape recorder/playback unit is 
also underway, This unit is capable of recording a one minute 
segment of real time color television data at conventional scan 
rates and playing back the data at a slow rate for computer 
entry, The "inverse operation of transferring digital pictures 
from a computer to a real time display is also possible, 15 
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Research on Automated Speech Analysis 
1974 ARPA project summary 

prepared for* ARPA IPX principal investigators Conterence 
San Diego# Mar, 12-14# 1 975 

Prepared by: Ors, June Shoup-Hummal# David Retz# and 
John Markei 

speech communications Research Laboratory 
800 a Miramonte Drive 
Santa Barbara# California 93109 

1, Natural speech Analysis 

The 

j, h, 

is 

Shoup-Hummei 

to primary goal of this task 
utterances of natural speech are divergent 
"dictionary" pronunciation in an effort to 
and rules about the phonetic strings of 

determine how the 
from carefully enunciated 
formulate generalizations 

natural speech. 

this 
was 

that 

The major accomplishment in this area during 1974 was the building of 
an extensive computerized natural language data case and the 
formuiation of computer programs for automatically analyzing 
data base for phonological phenomena, when the ARPA 5UR project 
initiated some three years ago there were virtually no large 
collections# transcriptions, nor analysis programs of speech 
material available anywhere. For system development and for 
speech research i t is essential that such a data base exist and 
it fee analyzed extensively and rapidlyi vSCRL has transcribed 
orthographically and ARPAbetically 31#Q55 words from a total of 32 
speakers and has developed a package of processing and analyzing 
computer programs to obtain certain phonological results of interest 
to the SUR project, This data base not only is useful tor 
phonological study# but can also be used by system builders and 
researchers for acoustic information if the recordings are digitally 
stored# extracted with relevant acoustic measures# and then related 
by time frames to the ARPAfeetic transcriptions, 

2, Elf System Development D, L • R e t z 

develop The objective of this task is to develop an operating system 
(called ELF) as a flexible interface to the ARPANET# using the 
PDP-11 computer. The system provides terminal facilities for 
user access as well as special-Purpose support functions, elf Is a 
multiproorammed system with rich process synchronization and 
inter-communication capabilities, 
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A number of subtasks nave been accomplished, Tne system has been 
designed to prcvloe for the continued development ot a virtual memory 
structure, allowing programs to run in the PDP-11 and utilize 
resources available in the network, A Network Control Program 
is included in the system, allowing communication with 
other network computers using tne standard ARPANET Host-Host 
protocol, in addition, a set of system calls are provided for the 
development of experimental protocols? this facility is being used in 
the transmission of packetized speech in the ARPANET * A user 
interface called the EXEC has been developed to allow programs to be 
run under the system. One such program is User-Telnet, which 
allows users tc establish terminal connections to various sites on 
the network, ELF is being used to provide a network interface 
to a number of special-purpose digital signal processors 
(SPS-4l's) which provide signal processing capability for 
speech research applications# but are structurally unsuited tc 
direct connection to the network, An ELF system programmer's 
Guide which describes the internal structure of the system 
has been completed and is now available, 9 

3, Finite Word Length problems in Linear prediction - J, D, 
markei 10 

The objectives of this task have oeen Cl) to determine how algorithms 
(programs) used in linear prediction speech compression systems are 
affected by numerical accuracy in their computation and (2) to 
develop algorithms for use in the Network Speech compression (nsc) 
program, Both objectives have been accomplished• 11 

A rather complete theoretical and experimental computer roundoff 
noise analysis of the most important portions of linear prediction 
speech transmission systems has been performed, The results have 
shown, for example, which forms of sysnthesizer filters are best 
suited for computer implementation. The results of these studies led 
to the definition of a complete linear prediction speech compression 
program, This program is now being implemented in the sps-41 
computers at several sites as the NSC system for speech compression 
on the ARPANET (the SCAN system), 12 
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Research on Command and Control Related Computer Technology 
1974 ApPA Project Summary 

Prepared for: ARPA IPT Principal investigators Conference 
San Diego# M ar. 12-14/ 1975 

prepared by: William B, Sutherland 
Bolt Berane* and Newman Inc, 
50 Moulton Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

This summary covers work done during the calendar year 1974, 

I, Speech Compression - John I. Makhoul 

In our speech compression research we have developed a 
time-asynchronous linear predictive vocoder that transmits high 
quality speech at low bit rates, The transmission rate varies 
according to the properties of the incoming speech signal. We have 
developed several methods for reducing the redundancy in the speech 
signal without sacrificing speech quality# included among these 
methods are: 

1) Adaptive optimal selection of predictor order, A new 
information theoretic criterion was empl 0yed t0 d etermine the 
optimal (lowest) order that adequately represents the speech 
signal in each analysis frame, 

2) optimal selection and quantization of transmission 
parameters, The reflection coefficients were judged to be 
the Dest for use as transmission parameters, An optimal 
procedure for quantizing the reflection coefficients was 
developed by minimizing the maximum spectral error due to 
quantization, 

3) variable frame rate transmission, A scheme was used to 
transmit speech parameters at variable rates in accordance 
with the changing characteristics of the incoming speech, 

4) Optimal encoding, Variable length (Huffman) coding was used 
to encode the parameters at the lowest bit rate possible for 
a given quantization scheme, 

5) Improved synthesis methodology. We found that with the 
tl^e-synchronous method of analysis# i mproved speech quality 
was obtained when synthesis was also done time-synchronously, 

II, Packet Radio Network - jerry D, Burchfiei 
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The Packet Radio Network# an arPA project in the CCC Program, is 
developing techniques tor secure mobile digital communications which 
are inexpensive# difficult to detect or 1am, and which permit a high 
degree of coexistence with existinq applications of a broadcast 
band, The Packet Radio Network (PRN) consists of a shared common 
broadcast channel, fixed and mobile terminals which are sources and 
sinks of digital information# Ce#g, test# graphics# encrypted 
compressed voice) repeaters which provide area coverage for mobile 
terminals by store-and-lorward techniques, and stations which 
provide centralized control of network routing# statistics, 
debugging, and connections to other networks, 

BBN is responsible for development of the pRN station and the 
protocols which support interprocess communication oetween processes 
(terminals and hosts) of the PRN and other processes on the PRN or 
other networks, we are active in design of systemwide protocols, 
and have published numerous packet Radio temporary notes in this 
area, initial integration of Station hardware will begin at BBN in 
March 1975# and an initial demonstration of working station-terminal 
protocols is planned for August 1975# 

10 
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SHI SPEECH UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH 
1974 arpa project Summary 1 

Prepared fori ARPA IPT Principal investigators conference 
San Diego# M ar» 1 2-14# 1975 2 

Prepared, byj Donald E, walker 
Artificial intelligence Center 
Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park# California 94025 

3 

INTRODUCTION -« There have been five major accomplishments in the 
Speech Understanding Research project at Spl this year, 
First, we have completed with the System Development 
Corporation the initial implementation of a system being built 
jointly by the two contractors, Second, within this system we 
have developed a control strategy, embedded in the parser, 
that is able to focus the operation of the system and to reduce 
time spent on incorrect interpretations, Third# we nave written a 
performance grammar# based on studies of task-oriented dialogs, that 
relates information about meaning and about stress and intonation 
patterns to that of syntax in the process of analyzing an 
utterance, Fourth# we have developed a way of partitioning spaces in 
a network representation for semantic structures that is 
particularly well-suited for working with complex task domains« 
Fifth, we have Introduced procedures# building on the 
semantics# that allow us to establish a discourse history# that is# 
to use information from previous utterances in tne analysis of the 
current one, 

1, SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION »- In the joint system# SRI is 
concentrating on grammar, semantics, pragmatics (information about a 
situation that is changing dynamically), and tne integration of these 
components through a parser to provide analyses of the 
structure of English questions, statements, and commands so that 
they can be interpreted and an appropriate response made. 
The parser also constitutes the mechanism for coordinating knowledge 
about acoustics# Phonetics# and phonology toward the analysis 
of spoken language. The system will allow the efficient use of 
many different kings of knowledge in processing an utterance. 
Currently# w e are working on two task domains! one provides data 
management capabilities for querying a file of information on 
attributes of ships? the second involves using the computer 
as a consultant to guide a technician in the repair of 
electromechanical equipment, 
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2, A FOCUSED FARSER -- The lack of separation between words in 
fluent speech and the variability in pronunciation as a function 
of context require a different parsing strategy for speech 
understanding than "that needed for text understanding and question 
answering, consequently, we have develooed a parser that both can 
predict words or phrases on the basis of context and can build 
up phrases and clauses from words that have been identified 
acoustically at some place in an utterance. The parser 
coordinates knowledge relating to the structure of English, to the 
nature of the fas* bein9 undertaken, to the relevant features in the 
world of the task domain, to previous conversations, to variations 
in stress and intonation C prosodic features^, to tne effects of 
noise, and to individual differences in" speaking, to mention 
only some of the critical elements involved. The uncertainty of 
the input anc the variety of kinds of knowledge required can 
lead to consideration of a large range of interpretations In the 
analysis of an utterance. The parser contains mechanisms that 
enabie it to examine the most reasonable alternatives first and to 
focus its activities with respect both to processing time and to 
space used in the computer, 6 

3, A PERFORMANCE GRAMMAR The grammar developed for the 
system differs from other grammars in several important ways, 
First, it is based on a careful study of protocols recorded of 
people performing tasks like those in the area of intended 
application, Thus it reflects the way people actually talk# rather 
than how they should talk, second, the grammar is written so that it 
is not restricted to a particular kind of parsing strategy, That is, 
it car be used both in building up more complex grammatical 
structures from words that have been identified acoustically, and 
in working down from a grammatical structure to the words it 
contains, Third, the grammar incorporates in its rule 
statements information cn semantic and prosodic features, as well as 
on grammatical ones, Thus, when the grammar is compiled with the 
lexicon into an internal representation that the parser operates on, 
it results in a more efficient use of knowledge sources in the 
system, 
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4, PARTITIONED SEMANTIC NET SPACES Semantic information# which 
is directly coordinated with the grammar# is embodied in a network in 
which the nodes represent concepts--objects or events--and the arcs 
represent structural relations among the concepts. Our semantic 
nets differ from other network representations in the way nodes can 
contain structural relations 
and arcs into net spaces. Net 

and in the 
spaces provide 

partitioning of nodes 
a uniform mechanism for 
situations from reality, 
encoding the multiple 
situation, The 

distinguishing hypothetical and imaginary 
The result is a more effective procedure for 
alternative states of a changing tasK or 
hierarchical structure of the net spaces results in a more economical 
storage of information, because elements common to related nodes can 
be stored once for all Of them. This mechanism allows attention to' 
be focused on particular levels of detail as appropriate, in 
addition# the net space partitioning makes it much easier to handle 
general statements and rules# items that have caused 
considerable difficulty in previous programs for doing semantics, 

5, discourse analysis -- In discourse, whether spoken or written# 
a given utterance 0r statement may depend directly on what has 
already been said or written tor even a minimal understanding of 
the content. Pronouns are used to avoid having to repeat the 
names of people or objects, and, particularly in spoken language, the 
subject or predicate may be omitted and the listener expected to 
recover it from the context. For our speech understanding system, we 
are developing procedures that can handle instances of 
anaphoric reference and of ellipsis, we now have programs that 
provide these Kinds of information 
the Previous utterance, we intend 
so that for complex goal-oriented tasks 
what a person is saying and to use that 
efficiency of the system. 

based on 
to extend 
we will be 
information 

an analysis of 
these mechanisms 
able to predict 

to increase the 
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SRI Augmentation Research Center 
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APPA IPT Principal 
San Diego, Mar. 12 

Investigators conference 
•14# 1975 

Prepared by? Richard WB Watson V 

Augmentation Research Center 
Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

MAJOR R&D ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1974 4 

13 Released a Major New version of nls (NLS-8) 5 

The main design goals of this system were listed in last year's 
accomplishments, the significance of this year's accomplishment 
was their successful implementation, checkout, documentation, and 
user training. 5a 

NLs*8 from the qser point of view consists of new capabilities for 
tailoring the interaction to user preferences through a User 
Profile database? a multilevel Help capability, providing 
prompting and optional showing of next^aiternative command terms, 
command syntax, or relevant entry into a Help database with a 
simple query facility for full online documentalion (Hardcopy 
documentation is derived from these facilities as well}? greater 
consistency in command language forms? new commands where there 
was a strong need? and tne ability to write sequences of commands 
and have them executed from a file, 5b 

From a system Point of view, NLS-8 has a number of structural 
changes and ideas for specification of the user interaction at a 
high level, compilation of this specification into a data 
structure that in conjunction with the User Profile controls an 
interpreter. These ideas are being adopted in other ARPA programs 
such as the National Software works (NSW), 181 message system, and 
are under consideration in ARPA programs under plan, be 

2) Released 
Terminals 

Line Processors to Support DnLS on Cheap, Commercial CRT 

Last year we designed a micro computer based box that would adapt 
a class of low cost commercially available alphanumeric CRT 
systems into true two dimensional devices for output (multi-window 
split screen operation) and allow use of two dimensional input 
pointing devices. 6a 
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This year a number ot these devices are in field, use supporting 
terminals of four different manufacturers, The Air Force through 
the NSW program will be exploring their use, The basic display 
techniques and communication protocols were published and have 
influenced ether ARPA contractors in their design of terminal 
control systems, 6b 

The Line Processor is now being adapted to handle general graphics 
displays as well as Offline cassette devices. 6c 

3) Designed Advanced Protocols for Resource Sharing on the ARPANET 7 

As part of the work for Nsw# a new approach to protocols has been 
designed and thoroughly documented for inter-process and/or 
interhost communication and control, We call tne approach a 
Procedure Call Protocol, It creates a distributed programming and 
process control environment, In effect it makes procedures and 
data structures of remote software systems as accessible to the 
programmer as those within his own system, 7a 

This approach will maxe it quite easy for new systems to be 
constructed from appropriate parts of existing systems and should 
greatly facilitate crossnet and cross process resource sharing, 7b 

4) Designed a Distributed-Service Frontend System 8 

A mini-computer system has been designed to provide a coherent 
command language environment for the multi-tool NsW system, We 
expect this approach to have considerable impact on system 
organizations of other systems to operate within an ARPANET like 
marketplace of information services. It will not only supply 
services to users to simplify the number of conventions they have 
to know when using a variety of ARPANET tools# out also provide 
services for tool builders to greatly simplify the task of 
specifying the user interface, The Frontend win provide all 
terminal handling and command parsing facilities and thus decrease 
the cost of providing new tools, 8a 

The initial Frontend will be implemented on a PDP-11 running tne 
ELF operating system, we have developed a cross compiler and 
debugging environment for use of our system programming language 
L-10 for use with the PDP-11. 8b 
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5) Designed a Distributed-service Operating system interface 9 

One important goal of the work AHC is dgind on NLs and the NSW 
Frontend is to provide mechanisms to simplify and decrease the 
cost of movement of the programs developed to a Variety of 
machines and operating system environments. To this end we have 
designed a virtual environment that all application level programs 
will see as their operating System interface (DSl)f The QSi will 
in turn contain the actual cans on a given operatlnq system, 9a 

65 Designed Extensions for the NLS File System iO 

Designs have been completed that will enable NLS to support text 
ang other media such as graphics# v oice and so forth in an 
integrated fashion, Many systems support text# or speech# or 
graphics, but this development will ooen the way tor tool 
developments that utilize mulltimedia, 10a 

7) Designed Access Support for R&D Software Workers from ARPANET 
Sources 11 

we made the plans and ordered the hardware necessary to allow us 
to obtain tpe computer needed by our development staff from 
arpanet hosts, 11 a 

The significance of this development is that it is the first case 
of a fairly l arge project giving up its local computing capacity 
to obtain equivalent capacity through the Network, from, sites 
specializing i n providing service, lib 
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There is a substantial and rapidly increasing need within DoD to make 
use of very large amounts of information via computers# and an APRA 
program to spur developments of appropriate facets would have a high 
probability of producing important and useful results, Among the 
areas of research identified in the report# t he use of AI concepts in 
data base systems was particularly recommended, we are continuing to 
work with arpa-xpTq in this program planning effort, 14 

4, System Support Activities - Peter weiner 15 

Much of Rand's computer research is being performed on a PDP-11/45 
minicomputer# u sing the UNIX operating system developed by Bell 
Laboratories* W e are developing several support programs to make the 
facilities of UNIX more useful to the ARPA research community. We 
have completed a working prototype version of a CRT-oriented text 
editor (the Fand Editor) which operates within the UNIX environment 
on Ann Arbor 40*llne text terminals, The Rand Editor allows multiple 
text windows onto one or more files# and movement of two-dimensional 
chunks of text within a file, We have also started development of a 
Network Access Program C NAP) to interface PDP-ils with UNIX to the 
ARPANET as a host machine, We expect to complete the UNIX*NAP in 
May# 1975 , lt> 
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Advanced Computer Science Applied to Defense Needs 
1974 Ap.PA Project Summary 

Prepared fors ARPA IPT Principal investigators conference 
San Diego# Mar* 12-14# 1975 

Prepared by? Feter Weiner 
The Pand Corporation 
1700 Main Street 
Santa Monica# California 90406 

Rand's current ARPA*IPTG computer research project started l July 
1974, All research summarized beiow was performed during the last six 
months of calendar year 1974, 

1, Intelligent Terminal Research - Robert H» Anderson 

We have explored the design of "user agents" for intelligent 
terminals# by creating prototype agents capable of operating on 
Ranc's PDP-11/45 minicomputer, in December 1974 we demonstrated RITA 
(Rand's Intelligent Terminal A gent)# an agent whose behavior is 
governed entirely by a set of production rules (i.e, pattern-action 
rules), The design of PITA is heavily influenced by the MYCIN system 
of E, H, shortliffe et al, at Stanford University? we have created a 
MYCIN-like system (but without the ability to state numerical levels 
of assurance) in the »C" language under the Unix operating system on 
the pDp ll, our ruie-pased system is capable of either goal-driven 
behavior# starting with a designated goal rule, or eise 
pattern-driven behavior# in which the pattern parts of rules are 
scanned until a valid match is found -- and then that cycle is 
repeated, 

We have created rule sets which allow PI TA to handle various ARPANET 
protocols# including logging into remote hosts and executing file 
transfers automatically, During the next six months# we expect to 
create sets of rules allowing PITA to handle essentially all of File 
Transfer Protocol# including the many error conditions which may 
arise, We also expect to create rule sets implementing a "trickle 
file" transfer process# in which very larde files are automatically 
broken into smaller segments that are individually transmitted via 
ARPANET# then re-assembled into a large file at the destination host, 

2, arpa Program 
Anderson 

Planning Support; Intelligent Terminals - Robert H 

Rand has assist 
Intelligent Ter 
ARPA covering s 

ed ABPA-iPTO in planning a major research program, in 
minals, Pand was asked to prepare recommendations to 
uch Questions as; should ARPA pursue this program and 9 
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why? What is the role of industry? What is the unique DGD relevance# 
if any? What is the projected benefit to the military? What research 
is being pursued at this time? What critical ideas# accomplishments 
or technology exist now that make the program possible? What are 
proper goals* milestones# and program management plans? 10 

we completed a report entitled? "Intelligent Terminals? dqd 
Requirements and Plan tor an ARPA Research Program"~which addresses 
these questions. We concluded that a five-year research and 
development program could lead to intelligent Terminals having three 
main important attributes? 11 

(1) they are capable of "intelligent" behavior# d erived from the 
use of knowledge bases containing heuristics# assertions# and data 
about a limited domain. Examples of such domains are? the 
behavior of external systems and how to deal with them# and an 
individual user's preferences and characteristics? 11a 

C2) they have excellent human factors in the design of the 
man-machine interface, They are capable of Interpreting natural 
human input signals# such as limited voice commands and 
hand-printed annotations? lib 

(3D t hey are capable of handling common# m undane tasks -- such as 
text management# task management# m essage management# and 
calendar-related scheduling -- quickly and efficiently. We have 
recommended three application areas within dGd t or testing of 
intelligent Terminal prototypes? intelligence analysis? logistics 
ana maintenance management? and tactical operations information 
systems, we are continuing to wor* with arpa-ipto in this program 
planning effort, 11c 

3, ARPA Program Planning Support? V ery Large Data Bases - R, StocKton 
gaines 12 

Rand has provided assistance to ARPA-IPTO in developing a research 
program in the area of Very Large Data Bases, An initial 
investigation cf the area was conducted to determine if such a 
research program would be appropriate# and to identify some of the 
central problems tpe program could attack, In conjunction with this, 
informal meetings were held at Rand to solicit the views of 
nationally recognized experts in the fields of data base management# 
artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology, A report has been 
prepared as a result of these activities# entitled "very Large Data 
Bases? A n Emerging Research Area," We have concluded that this area 
is one in which significant advances in the next few years are 
likely# and that an ARPA research program could make an important 
contribution, 13 
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There is a substantial and rapidly increasing need within DoD to make 
use of very large amounts of information via computers, and an apka 
program to spur developments of appropriate facets would have a high 
probability of producing important and useful results* Among the 
areas of research identified in the report* the use of ai concepts In 
data base systems was particularly recommended, We are continuing to 
work with ARPA-XPTO in this program planning effort, 14 

4, System Support Activities - Peter Weiner IS 

Much of Rand#s computer research is being performed on a PDP-11/45 
minicomputer* using the UNIX operating system developed by Bell 
Laboratories, We are developing several support programs to make the 
facilities 0* uai* more useful to the ARPA research community, we 
have completed a working prototype version of a CRT-oriented text 
editor C the Rand Editor) which operates within the UNIX environment 
on Ann Arbor 4C*iine text terminals, The Rand Editor allows multiple 
text windows onto one or more files, ana movement of two-dimensional 
chunks of text within a file, We have also started development of a 
Network A ccess Program (NAP) to interface PDP-Us with UNIX to the 
ARPANET as a hcst machine, We expect to complete the UNJX»NAP In 
May* 1975, 16 
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On Friday at neon dumps will oegin in preparation tor tne move over 
the weekend to BBN, Update NUS files before than. Any work done on 
ARCS machine after that dae that results in file changes will require 
individual responsibility to move tnero across. 
At 1;30 there will he a short course in how to use &LF etc, followed 
by an Irish *ake for our good and reliable friends, Tasker, PDF 10, 
and Dataproducts Printer and Welcome for our new friends, tine 
Processor, ARPANET, and ARPANET Tenex pusher, we'll need the 
lubrication to make the world we'll face on Monday run smooth. See 
you there, Die* 

1 
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nsw Inter-Version C 2-33 Documentation 

INTRODUCTION 

This document records the ways in which the nsw implementation 
is diverging from its Version 2 documentation. It is a dynamic 
document of primary interest to implementers of nsw and code 
which must run in a nsw environment, it is organized by v2 
document so that each section can, if desired, be physically 
stored with the document to which it corresponds, la 

Comments* corrections* and additions are welcomed. The contents 
of this document will be used eventually to generate Version 3 
documentation, in the interim* the most recent copy will ee 
available on-line in the following forms! lb 

[5P1-ARC3<P0STEL>NSWV2CHANGES.NLS 
CSRI-ARC 3 <NLS>NSWV2CHANGES,TXT 

The former is an NLS file* the latter an output-Processei 
version suitable for printing on a non-SRl-AFC printer* 

Ibl 
lb2 

1c 

— 1 — 
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HOST 2 

CLARIFICATIONS 2a 

TYPOS 2b 

BUGS 

(HOST mm 24581,5) Retransmission policy 2c 1 

It is cl©ar that It the sender of data sends multiple 
messages on a Connection* using the f0ur bit sequence 
numbers in the message identification field to match the 
RFNMS to the sent messages, and a message results in an 
incomplete Transmission? then there is no way for the 
sender to be sure that the remaining outstanding messages 
and the retransmission of the undelivered message will be 
processed in order by the reciever, 2cla 

CHANGES 2d 

(HOST -- 24581 #Sal) Retransmission policy 2di 

K set to 5 is more reasonable* 2dla 

IDEAS 2e 

(HOST -* 24581,5) Retransmission policy 2el 

The use of the seouence number bits in the message 
identifier could be used to detect if the host at the 
other end of tbe connection knows the new stuff or not, 
That is if the other host sends sequence numbers then it 
knows the new stuff so this host can use the new stuff, 2eia 

In particular suppose we wish to use sequence numbers 
anc mUlti^outstandind messages on a connection to 
achieve higher bandwidth, if we start out by sending 
messages using the sequence numbers but only one at a 
time (that is RFNM limited) and observe whether or not 
the messages sent by the other guy have sequence 
numbers, if they do then we can assume that he knows 
about sequence numbers and can reassemble the messages 
into the proper order If there is a loss of order by an 
incomplete transmission, 2elal 
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The retransmissions could tee timed in a non linear maner, 
t is they could be transmitted as follows* 2eib 

first retry -- at once 2e lb 1 

second retry -- after 1 second 2elb2 

third retry after 30 seconds 2eib3 

fourth retry after 1 minute 2elb4 

fifth retry -• after 2 minutes, 2elb5 

foroet it 2elbe 

m 3 » 
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EXEC 

EXEC 3 

CLARIFICATIONS 3a 

typos 3b 

bugs 3c 

changes 3d 

(EXEC 24580,3) Package functions transfered to PMP 3dl 

The functions Of the EXEC pacKage have been assumed by the 
process Management Package (PMP) and the NSW Tool PacKage 
(NTP), in particular the LOGIN procedure is replaced by an 
argument in the CRTpRC procedure, 3dla 

IDEAS 3e 
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FILE 

FILE 4 

CLARIFICATIONS 4a 

(FILE 24582, 3b 1) Use Type 4ai 

The use type is specified initially v»hen the file is 
created (via the CRTFIL procedure), and can be modified 
any time"thereafter by anyone with controlling access to 
the tile, 4al a 

TYPOS 4b 

BUGS 4c 

CHANGES 4d 

(FILE -• 24582,4b) Count Redundant 4dl 

In the CRTFIL, DELFIL, and RENFIL procedures the argument 
COUNT is redundant and is deleted. The number of items in 
the FILELIST is a property of the list, 4dla 

(FILE -- 24582,4bla) Add USE TYPE argument t° CRTFIL 4d2 

usetype - CHArstr 4d2a 

IDEAS 4e 

«5« 
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FIIE-APP 

FXLE-APP 3 

CLARIFICATIONS 5a 

TYPOS 5b 

BUGS 5C 

CHANGES 3d 

IDEAS 5e 

«6m 
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BJP 

CLARIFICATIONS 6a 

CBJp -- 24583# 35 Introduction 6al 

It should be realized that not only are traditional batch 
processing facilities to he utilized via the Batch dob 
package, put that some interactive systems have 
capabilities whch can usefully be interfaced to a Batch 
job package, in this latter catagory are the TENEX PUNFIL 
and the Baltics execcom capabilities, 6ala 

TYPDS 6b 

BUGS 6C 

CHANGES 6d 

(Bjp -- 24583#4a4) Add Terminal Streamnames 6dl 

TTYINj the job's Primary terminal input stream 6dia 

TTYQUH the job's primary terminal output stream 6dlb 

IDEAS 
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LLDBUG 

LLDBUG 7 

CLARIFICATIONS 7a 

TYPQS 7b 

BUGS 7c 

CHANGES 7 d 

IDEAS 7e 
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BOXES 8 

CLARIFICATIONS 8a 

TYPOS 8b 

BUGS 8c 

CHANGES 8a 

IDEAS 8e 

* 9  m  
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RJE-MCDEL 9 

CLARIFICATIONS 9a 

CRJE-MODEL — 24655,35 Expansion of the Model 9al 

Expansi0n of the Model to c0ver all types of Batch Jobs, gaia 

There are two types of batch jobs: those that we typically 
think of as job entry or remote job entry jobs, and those 
that are run on interactive systems usina input from a 
tile rather than a human at a keyboard, 9alb 

TYPOS 9b 

BUGS 9c 

CHANGES 9d 

(RJE"M0DEL "•* 24655^4) The Model 9dl 

The text of this section is replaced by the following* 9dia 

Here is a scenario of use of a batch tool which is an 
elaboration of the discussion contained in the RJE-MODEL 
document, 9dib 

Note that there are two cases for batch jobs in the 
NSW I one is the traditional batch orocessind facility 
which normally expects as its primary input a control 
card file; the other is an interactive time sharing 
system which allows input to come from a file instead 
of interactively from a user at a terminal, 9dlbl 

MODEL 9dlc 

First we discuss the entities involved in the process 
of composing a batch job, having it run, and examining 
the results, 9dlcl 

The principal entity is a batch processing facility. 
This is expected to be an existing hardware & 
software unit that will be only minimally changed to 
interface to the Nsw„ 

»1 0* 
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Examples of batch job oroocessing facilities are 
the B4700 and the IBM 360, 

Another type of batch job capability is is the 
TENEX runfii or the Muitics execom facility, 

The NSW talks to the batch processing facility via a 
procedure package called the Batch Jop Package 
(BJP), 

The batch job package in a sense referees the 
flow of information between its PCp callers and 
the batch processing facility, For example the 
batch job package collects all the input files 
that are resident on other hosts before turning 
the job over to the batch processing facility# 
and the batch job package may distribute the 
result files to other hosts when the job is 
completed by the batch processing facility, 

The Batch job Package interacts with File Packages 
(FP) to effect the movement of files to and from the 
Batch Processing Facility, 

The can on the batch job package to get a job 
submitted to a batch processing facility isj 

CRT JOB c infiles, outlines -> jobid ) 

The files referenced in infiles and oytfiles are 
named so that the batch job package can get them 
from and Put them into the directories owned by 
NSW at various hosts and manipulated by file 
packages. Thus these files are named by 
»£ile-package-filenames"• 

The user sees only N5W-fnenames 50 there must pe 
a language/grammar that controls the users 
interaction which results in the generation cf a 
create job call on a batch job package, This 
processing for the user must include the 
mediation of the Nsw-filenames the user supplies 
into the file-package-filenames included in the 
create job call, 

-11-
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The files themselves are created 
the text editors (e, g, NLS) available in the NSW, 

some files that are included in a create joo call 
may be standard library files and from the users 
point of view part of the system, The user may 
not even be aware of their existence since their 
names could be supplied by the grammar 
internally, 

The input files are probably in most cases job 
control files in a particular batch processing 
facility's specific lob control language. There 
might be grammars/tools to aid the user in 
constructing such control files for specific 
batch processing facilities and applications 
programs, 

A scenario for a user creating# s ubmitting# retrieving# 
and examining a batch job follows: 9dlc2 

The user interacts with the front end. The front end 
contains a command language interpreter that is 
driven by a grammar. The particular grammar in use 
for this user at any time depends on which tool the 
user is accessing, 

The user interacts with an editing tool to create a 
source program and to concatenate it with a standard 
file of job control information particular to the 
Batch Processing facility to which It will be 
submitted, The concatenation is accomplished using 
regular editing commands (not batch specific 
commands), 

The user then interacts with the Wor*s Manager and 
the Batch Job package mediated by a grammar to 
submit the file he has created, The grammar and the 
Batch Job Package will require enough information 
from the user that the Batch job package can 
retrieve the input files from File packages, and 
store the output files, The Batch job package will 
return an identifier for this lob which can be used 
to request status information at a later time. 

-12-
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some of the information needed to run a patch job 
could be in a standard file that the user always 
appends his file to, OR this type of information 
could be in a separate file that is included fcy 
the grammar in the create job call automatically, 
and the grammar could call on a function to edit 
a standard file to contain user ana run specific 
parameters such as user-name, priority# 
run»time*limit, 

When the lob has been processed the user may use an 
editing tool to examine the output file, Note that 
the output files have been stored as specified in 
File packages and are thus accessible to tools as 
permittee by the Works manager, 

It may be necessary to construct special tools to 
reformat the output of other tools for 
presentation on the users terminal, 

In particular the tools which were designed to 
cuput to line printers win produce output 
difficult t0 view adaquately on narrower 
display and teletype terminals, 

This is a general problem so »e should seek out a 
general solution, 

A discussion of a batch program as a tool* 9dic3 

An applications pr°oram which lives on a batch 
processing facility can be made into a tool in the 
NSW such that the users of it as a tool do not need 
to know the control language of the facility where 
it lives, To do this the tool installer must create 
a control card file and a grammar which are stored 
in the works manager under the toolname assigned to 
this program, 
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When the user accesses the tool the front end gets 
the grammar from the works manager and foilwes it to 
collect the Prameters trom the user, once all the 
arguments are collected the front end c or the works 
manager) can call the batch job package. Note that 
one of the arguments is the nam© of the control card 
file. This argument may be built in to the grammar 
or supplied by the works manager. 

A discussion of multi",host batch jobs, 9dic4 

Suppose a user wanted to run a series of batch jobs 
steps where each step was to be carried out on a 
different host, It is not difficult to envision a 
NSw»control-language in which one could say things 
like? 

"If the previous job step was successful then use 
its output file WALDO appended t0 control file 
DOITIC IT as card input to the batch processing 
facility ABC and call the printer output file 
GEORGE", 

This requires a tool to "execute" files of this 
NSW-eontrol»lanaauge to be written, 

This NSW-control»ianguage need not be different form 
the language the user normally uses in interactive 
work# i n fact it should be identical except for the 
addition of conditional statements to continue or 
abort the processing of a multi~step job, 

IDEAS 9e 

*14" 
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TBH 10 

CLARIFICATIONS 10a 

(TBH •• 24656*lb2a) System to Process Interface IQal 

The ibh Supervisor has shrunk to be a very small thing* 
All that is required in that role is a "loader" that can 
accept a filename and load that file as the code of the 
PCP process created by the initial connection to the pep 
contact socket, IQald 

TYPOS 10b 

BUGS 10C 

CHANGES lOd 

(TBH -- 24656#lb2a) System to process Interface 1Od1 

Socket number 25 (31 octal) has been assigned as the PCP 
contact socxet, lOdla 

IDEAS lOe 

-15-
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nvtp 11 

CLARIFICATIONS iU 

(nvtp -• 24827 r 2) introduction Hal 

The following discussion is addedj liaia 

Protocol Design Approaches llalai 

Several Arpanet applications (i.e. third- and 
fourth-level) protocols have been designed and 
implemented sinee the Host-Host Protocol was adopted 
in 1970, Most have been bootstrapped from 
lower-level applications protocols. For example, 
the pile Transfer Protocol Cf TP) was built upon 
TELNET# and the Remote Job Entry Protocol C RJE) upon 
both TELNET and Ftp, The highest-level protocol 
shared by all such bootstrapped protocols is TELNET, 

Although the boots trapping principle seems a sound 
basis tor Network protocol development# we believe 
that TELNET, pr0viding little m0re 0t use than a 
character set, is NOT the most appropriate 
foundation for a large class of applications 
protocols, 

Bootstrapping at a Higher Level Hala2 

We contend that a procedure Call protocol (pep) .. a 
Network-standard mechanism for invoking arbitrary 
named# argument"driven ana result-producing 
procedures in a remote process is a much more 
appropriate and powerful foundation for many 
applications protocols, we believe that the 
adoption by the Network community of a PCP as the 
basis for most applications protocols would have at 
least the following effects! 

1) expedite the specification of applications 
protocols by permitting their documentation to 
have a functional, rather than a syntactic 
orientation, 

2) largely eliminate the need for separate, 
appiication-specific user processes, 

-16-
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3) reduce the cost of making large, existing 
software systems available as Network servers 
by allowing a Network interface more 
compatible with their internal organization, 

4) provide the basis for a more natural interface 
between local and remote procedures# and 
therefore 

5) encourage the sharing of software# b y making 
procedures on remote hosts as accessible to 
the programmer as local ones. 

This is an attempt to clarify the role of the Network 
Virtual Terminal Package (NVTP) in interfacing "Old 
programs" to the National Software Works (NSW), The 
discussion here assumes that the reader is familiar 
with the procedure Call protocol (pCP) and the Telnet 
protocol, Hala3 

The Ndw is composed of two principal entities and a 
group of auxiliary entities, The principals are a Works 
Manager (WM) and a Front END (FE), The auxiliaries are 
called Tool Bearing Hosts (TBHs), llala4 

The WM and the Fe always communicate with each other 
and with the TBHs using PCP, This is a simplifying 
principle that allows for a cleaner and quicker 
implementation of the WM and the Fe, llalaS 

(We note that at times the same machine that 
supports the FE may be used in a non'NSW context to 
communicate with other machines# i ncluding those 
that support the WM or those that are also TBHs# 
using other protocols, This does not alter our basic 
simplifying principle since those other 
communications protocols and programs are completely 
independent and outside of the NSW,) 

The active agent in the FE that carries out the users 
requests as interpreted using the Grammar and the user 
profile is the C0mmand Language Interpreter (CLI), Uaia6 

m i 7 * 
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A Tool is the collection of: a set of computational 
procedures (sometimes caled a backend or BE)# a 
Grammar* a Help pata Base# and Tool specific parts of a 
User Profile, llala7 

the tBHs support applications programs C e,g, text 
editors# compilers# reformatters# , »,) called tool 
bacKends, These tools are or will b« constructed with 
the $3W in mind# and will expect to communicate via 
PCF, Uther applications programs# h ere called "old 
Programs"# were constructed to communicate only with a 
controlling teletype. The Telnet protocol nas been 
designed and implemented such that a remote user's 
terminal can appear to be the controlling teletype when 
the remote user utilizes a "user Telnet" process to 
communicate via the network with a "server Telnet" 
process that directly controls the application program, 

llalaH 
To interface such Old programs into the NSW a NVTP has 
been designed to act as a converter between PCP and 
Telnet protocol, There are two cases to be 
distinguished: first the case where the NVTP is in a 
third host# and second where the NytP is directly 
controlling the old Program, Note that in either case 
from the point of view of the Wm and the FE the NVTP is 
the tool backend, llala^ 

Case 1 llalalO 

at m m m m m m m m m m m m at ta fa m m » — — — — — — — — — 
J I net I i net I i 
«  c l i i - I "-Server--Id I 
i I pcp I J Temet I Telnet Program 1 
at at a a m m m at * m 

FE 3rd Host TBH 

Notes j 

CUT only dees PCP calls, 

NVTP merely copies data. 

Server Telnet acts as controlling teletype to eld 
program. 

-18-
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Case 2 llalall 

m m m m m mum m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m 

J I net I J 
t CLI i J » « $ V T P » • 0 1 0 J 
I J PCp ! Program J 
•  • • • • • • • • • • • I  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • W o  

FE TSH 

Notes ? 

CLI only does PCP calls, 

NVTP acts as controlling teletype to Old Program, 

NVTP is a SMALL extension of Server Telnet 
program , 

In either case there is a need for a Grammar# a Help 
pata Base# and a Tool specific User Profile, ilalal2 

In the nsw environment the contol features of Telnet 
are generally unnecessary since these functions are 
performed py the FE, lialal3 

Most of Telnet's control options are for controlling 
aspects of the user's interaction that can oe 
specified by a Grammar or User profile, The 
difference is that in Telnet the parameters are 
dynamically controlled and transmitted between the 
user and server for each use of a program? in the 
NsW Procedure Call Protocol these parameters are 
incorporated in the Grammar and are therefore 
relatively static, but they are not renegotiated 
with each use of the tool and thus there is less 
netwOrX traffic, A user should be able to change 
aspects of the interaction by commands to the FE 
which do not reouire network traffic, 

- 1 9 -
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For example the most powerful Telnet Option --
Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing (HCTE) 

is completely replaced by a Grammar tailored 
to the serving host and tool. And the strategy of 
dynamic control used in RCTE requires 
substantially more networx traffic than is 
neccessary in the NSW case, 

An alternative communication strategy for Qid Programs 
has been suggested that would have the FE communicate 
with the Old Proaram using Telnet protocol* llaiaH 

The Wm is the only msw process that initiates tool 
processs«s and the WM always communicates using PCP, 
It would be Quite awfcward to have the tool process 
initiated using PCP and subsequently communicate 
usinQ Telnet orotocol. The Telnet protocol does have 
a reconnection option (there is only one Known 
implementation of this feature), so that (in theory) 
control of a nrocess created by a Telnet initiation 
by the WM could be switched to the FE # such a 
procedure requires both the WM and the FE to treat 
Old Programs differently than new tools, and 
requires both the WM and the FE to implement both 
PCP and Telnet protocol, 

TYPOS lib 

BUGS lie 

CHANGES lid 

IDEAS lie 

• 20* 
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Henlo Park, California 94025 

NSWV2CRANGES records the ways in which the implementation of NSW 
is diverging from its Version 2 documentation# and should he 
viewed by irnpiementers of both nSW and code which must run in a 
NSW environment as a dynamic appendix to the Version 2 
PCP-reiated documents. The reader is of course assumed familiar 
with the Procedure Call Protocol (PCP -- 24459#)* 
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Protocol Information 

INTRODUCTION 

This file contains information on the various protocols in the 
ARPA Network, An effort will be made to keep the information 
current* but this depends on the cooperation of the users of this 
file to convey any information about protocol developments* or 
corrections to this information to Jon postei at SRJ>ARC, 

This is a compendium of all the protocol related activity and 
most of this activity is with experimental protocols* for those 
protocols which are official standards the designation 
"(Official]" will be appended to the name, 

Much of the documentation of protocols appears as Requests for 
Comments (RFCsl and many of these are available on line, when a 
document is accessible on line a pointer to that source will oe 
given, Also note that recent RFCs are on line at pffice-1 in 
directory <nETInF0> with names of the form RFCnnn,TXT where nnn 
is replaced oy the RFC number, 

This file is on line as: 

Pathname: C 5RI«ARC J <PQSTEL>PFQTOCQWNFORMATIDN , TXT 

and also [SRI-ARC 1<pQsTEfc>PROTOCUL-INFORMATIUNfNLS 

There are three other on line files that are relevant to 
protocols: 

There is a file that lists Official Host Names and associated 
information as described in RFC 608, the pathname of this file 
is: 

tOttic«-l]<NETlMFO>HOSlS.TXT 

There are two flies that list the addresses of the Network 
Liaisons, one file lists the online message address, and the 
other the lib mail address and phone number, A network liaison 
is a person designated by a host organization as the contact 
and coordinator for network technical information tor that 
organization, 
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[Oftice-13 <NETINF0>LIAISQN-5NDMSG.TXT 

[Office-13<NETlNFO>LlAlS0N.TXT 

IMP-IMP 

surface 

Contact: 

MCKenzie, Alex, (MCKENZIE^BBN) 

Documents: 

Heart, F, et, «1, "The interface Message processor for the 
ARPA Computer Network#" AFIPS Conference Proceedings, 
368551-567# SjCC 1970, 

McQuillan, j,M, et, ai, "improvements in the Design and 
Performance of the ARPA Network," AFIPS Conference 
Proceedings, 418741-754 FjCC# 1 972. 

McQuillan, J,M. "Throughput in the ARPA Network -- Analysis 
and Measurement#" BBN Report 2491, the text is also 
contained in BBN Quarterly Technical Report 16, available 
from the National Technical Information Service t NTIS] 
accession number AD7544441, 

People s 

John McQuillan (MCQUILLANBBBN) 

Schedule ? 

Comments 8 

Recent developments8 
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lmp»imp Protocol 

satellite 

Contact: 

Randy Rettberg (RETTBERGBBBN) 

Document s • 

people j 

Kahn, Robert, (KahnfaiSI) 
Schedule i 

Comments ? 

Recent developments? 

IMP-HOST 

IHP-Host [Official} 

Contact s 

tfcKenzie* A, c^cKenzielBBN) 

Documents i 

"Specification for the Interconnection of a HOST and an 
IMP," BBN Report 1B22f Revised December 1974, 

people ? 

M CKenzie CMCKENZIE§BSN) 

Wax den ( WALDEn@BBn) 

POStel (PG5TEL®SRI»ARC) 

Burchfiel C BURCHFXELBBBN) 

McQuillan C MCQUlLLANiBBM) 

schedule J 

Comments; 

The "XinK number" field has been extended form 8 to 12 bits 
and renamed the "message identification" field. 
Message type 6 now is used to indicate a reason for a type 
7 (destination dead) message, (See BBN1822), 
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There has been some recent changes to the Heady line 
interpretation by the IMP for deciding the alive/dead 
status of a host, 

important changes to the IMP and IMP/HOST Interface 
announced in RFC 660 23-Qct-74, 

Recent developments; 

C31-DEC-74) The change to allow up to eiqht messages to be 
in transit between a source host and destination host 
should be made very soon, This should not effect the hosts 
at all execpt to provide better thruput and fewer 
inter-message delays, 

(6-JAN-75) BfiN Report 1822 updated, 

Sections X $ 2# 4, and 5* and Appendix C now include data 
en the Pluribus IMP, The Pluribus IMP is based on a 
modular multiprocessor hardware design* it should be 
capable of much higher bandwidth and greater reliability 
than other IMP models, 

Section 3,1 contains additional information which may be 
helpful to Host programmers, 

Section 3,2 redefines the IMP'S view of Host up/down 
conditions, Changes are backward compatible, 

Sections 3,3 and 3,4 add a new type of Host to Host data 
message# the uncontrolled packet, section 3,7 has been 
added to describe the use of this new message type, 

Section 3,4 describes changes to the sub-types of IMP to 
Host message types 6 and 7, 

Appendix a has been updated, 

Appendix 8 has been expanded to provide specific 
recommendations for Host implementation of the Host/IMP 
interface, 

Miner claritactions have been made in A poendix F, (No 
changes have been mage to Figure F-( or F-9,5 
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HOST-HDST 

ncp - standard host-to-host [otticial] 

Contact; 

Postei, Jon, (PQSTEl^SRl-ARC) 

Documents ; 

MCKenzie# A, "Host/Host Protocol for the AHPA Networx#" NIC 
8246, [NTI5 # AD-757 6803, Jan 1972 

Postei# J* "Assigned LlnK Numbers#" RFC604# NIC21186# 
26-Decw7i « 

People! 

Postei# Jon, (P0STEL&5RX-ARC) 

MCKenzie# A lex, (MCKENZXE9BBN3 

Schedule I 

Comments; 

Recent developments; 

ncp - host-to-host [txperimentai] 

Contact * 

Postei, Jon, CPOSTEL»SRI-ARC) 

Documents s 

MCKenzie# a, "Host/Host Protocol for the arpa Network:#" nic 
8246# [NTIS # AD-757 fi8G] , jan 1972 

POstel# J, "Assigned LinK Numbers#" RFC604# NIC21186# 
26-Dec*7 3, 

Burchfiel# et, al, "Tip-Tenex Relibility improvements" RFC 
636 NIC 30490 June 1974, 

Peoplei 

postei# Jon, CPQSTEL§SRI-ARC) 

MCKenzie, Alex, CMCKENZIE@BBN) 

Burchfiel, jerry C BURCHFIEl@BBN5 
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waiden# Dave (^ALDENSBSN) 

Schedules 

Comments s 

The BBN TIP and TENEX groups have specified and are 
implementing additional protocol commands with the 
intention of providing better reliablity and surviability 
over system malfunctions. The additional protocol commands 
are for cleaning up partly closed connections and 
^synchronizing the allocation values on open connections, 
(See PFC 636), 

Recent developments; 

(3i-DEC-74) Tenex 1,32 and the Tips are now running this 
protocol • 

ncp - host-to-host (Experimental) 

Contact; 

Postel# Jon, (P05TEL#5RI»ARC) 

Documents; 

McKenzie# A, "Host/Host Protocol for the ARpA NetworK#" NIC 
8246# [NTI5 « AD-757 680J# Jan 1972 

Postel# J, "Assigned LinK Numbers#" RFC604# NIC21186# 
26-Dec-7 3, 

Kanodia, r, "a Lost Message Detection and Recovery 
Protocol#" RFC 663# N IC 31387, 29-N0V-74, 

(OFFICE-i)<NETINF0>RFC663,TXT 

peoples 

postel# Jon, (POSTEL@$RI"ARC) 

MCKenzie# A lex, (MCKENZIE08BN) 

Kanodia, Raj (Kanodia, CompNet#MXT*MUities ) 

Schedule s 

Comments ? 

Recent developments; 
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(31-DE0743 This recent proposal is interesting in several 
features# but some have suggested that it is aimed at a 
non*pr oblerri, 

tcp - Transmission Control Protocol 

Contact: 

Cert, Vint, (CERF0ISI) 

Documents: 

Cerf, V, and R, Kahn, "A Protocol for Packet Network 
intercommunication," IEEE Transactions on Communication Vol 
COM-22 No 5, May 1974, 

Mader, E. "a Protocol Experiment," RFC 700, NIC 31020, 

[OFFICE*U<NETlNFO>RFC700tTXT 

Cert, V, Y« Dalai, and c. Sunshine, "spec!tication of 
Internet Transmission Control Program," RFC 075, INWG 72, 
NIC 31505# December 1974 Revision, 

people j 

Cerf at SU-DSL 

Tomlinson at BBN 

Kirstein at London 

Postel at SRI-ARC 

Schedule: 

some experinents now running, 
implementation of full protocol to begin by i*Jan-75« 

Comments: 

Specification completed August 4th, but some wor* still in 
progress on handling of single message conversations, A new 
sequencing scheme [proposed by Tomlinson3 may be utilized. 
The addressing field is now used as 4 bit format, 4 bit 
network, 16 bit TCP, and 24 bit process&port, 

Crocker has suggested a 64 bit path address to be parsed 
and reformatted by the gateways along the route. There is 
reluctance to experiment with too many things at once 
though, 
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(28-Gct"74) a file indicating some of the changes in the 
specifications sinee the 4-Aug-74 document is now available 
as C lsi] <CERF>TCP»CHANGES, The areas of cnange are "Initial 
Sequence Number"# "socket definition"# "Additional User 
SYsteir Calls"# Packet Format"# and "Discussion of opening 
and closing (SYN# BEL)", 

(23-NCV-74) Specifications for test implementation are now 
said to be ready on l-DEC-74, and a implementation 
completed by 1-FE8--74, 

Recent developmentsJ 

C31-DEC-74) New specification document available! 

Cerf* V. 1, Dalai# and C, Sunshine, "Specification of 
Internet Transmission Control Program#" RFC 675# iNfoG 
72# NIC 31505# December 1^74 Revision, 

nvp - Network Voice Protocol 

Contacti 

Cohen# Danny, (COHEn@ISIB) 

Documentsi 

"Specifications for the Network Voice Protocol CNVP)" nsc 
Note 43, 

Pathname = t iSl] <V01CE>N"VP, 1ST 

People! 

Schedule s 

Comments: 

specification document available C iO-Oct-74), 

Recent developments! 

C20-UAN-75) An initial version of nvP was implemented for 
real-time voice experiments between isl and Lincoln 
Laboratory in August 3974, An expanded version has been in 
operation since December 1974 for real-time voice 
communication between Lincoln and CHI, NVP uses both type 0 
and type"3 IMp-Host messages# and allows increased 
bandwidth and decreased delays at the cost of reliability, 
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[9] 

packet radio 

Contacti 

Kahn* Robert, CKAHN@IS1) 

Documents ? 

Peoole s 

Schedule s 

Comments! 

Recent developmentsi 

Network Debugging Protocol 

Contact: 

Eric Nader C MADER8BBN) 

Documents I 

Mader, E« "Network Debugging Protocol," NIC 30873, RFC 643, 
July*7 4 $ 

People s 

Eric Nader (MADER9BBN) 

Dave FetZ (R£TZ§IS1) 

Ken Victor C VICT0R9SRI*ARC) 

Schedule I 

Comments ? 

This is a protocol for a PDP-11 cross-network debugger, 

Recent Developments! 
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Host-Frontend Protocol 

HOST-FRONTEND 

Host-Front End 

Contact: 

Michael Padlipsky (padlipsky@MXT-Multic«) 

Documents i 

padlipsky, M• "A Proposed Protocol for Connecting Host 
Computers to ARPA-Like Networks via Front-End Processors," 
RFC 647, NIC 31117, 12-NOV-74, 

COffiee-t]<NETINFG>RFC647tTXT 

people j 

padiipsky at MITRE wasnington C padliPskySMIT-MUlties) 

Postel at SRI-ARC CPQSTEL3SRI-ARC) 

Mcconnell at Iliiac CJOHN@I4-TE.NEX) 

Schedule t 

Commentsi 

This is a suggested simple protocol tor connecting nost to 
front end computers which are in turn connected to the 
network• 

Recent developments: 
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PROCESS-PROCESS 

ICP - Initial Connection protocol [Official] 

Contact s 

Postel, Jon, CPOSTEL@SRI-ARC] 

Documents ? 

pastel, J, "Official initial Connection Protocol," NIC 7101 
11 *»June-71, 

Wolfe, S, [no title! RFC 202 NIC 7155 26*July*71, 

Postel, J, "Official Telnet-LOgoer Initial connection 
Protocol, •» NIC 7103 15-June-71 # 

People t 

Postel, Jon, (POSTEL9SRI*ARC) 

Schedule J 

Commentsi 

Recent developments! 

Telnet 

Old Telnet 

Contacts 

Postel, Jon, (POSTELISRI-ARC) 

Documents ? 

Postel, J, "Telnet Protocol," RFC318 3-Aprii-72# 

People s 

Schedulei 

Comments ? 

Recent developments; 

New Telnet [Official] 

Contact! 
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Process-Process Protocol 

Postel at SHI-AHC 

Documents» 

MIC 18639 "TELNET Protocol Specifications" AUG 73 

MIC 18640 "Telnet Option Specification" Aug 73 

Telnet Options 

MIC 15389 "Binary Transmission" 

MIC 15390 "Echo" 

MIC 15391 peconnection" 

MIC 15392 "Suppress Go Ahead Option" 

NIC 15393 "Approximate Message Size Negotiation" 

NIC 31154 "Status" HFC 651 25-Qct-74» 

[Office.iJ<NETINFC>HFC651„TXT 

NIC 16238 "Timing Mark" 

NIC 19859 "Remote Controlled Transmission and 
Echoing" UNOV-73, 

NIC 20196 "Output Line K'idth" 13.N0V*73, 

NIC 20197 "Output Page Size" 13-NOv-73, 

NIC 3 H 5 5  "Output carriaqe Return Disposition" RFC 
652 25»Oct»74• 

COffice-l3<METlNFO>RFC652,TXT 

NIC 31156 "Output Horizontal Tab Stops" RFC 653 
25-Qct-74, 

[Qffice-i]<NETlNFG>RFC653tTXT 

NIC 31157 "output Horizontal Tab Disposition" RFC 
654 25«Pct»74f 

[Office.l3<NETINFC>RFC654#TXT 

NIC 31156 "Output Form Feed Disposition" RFC 655 
25«Qct-74, 

[Office-13<NETINFQ>RFC655tTXT 
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Process-Process Protocol 

NIC 31159 "Output Vertical Tab Stops" RFC 656 
25-Gct-74t 

COf f ice-1]<NET I NFORFC656.TXT 

NIC 31160 "Output V ertical Tab Disposition" RFC 
657 25«0ct-74 

COf f iee-n<NETINFQ>RFCfc57,TXT 

NIC 31161 "output Line Feed Disposition" RFC 658 
25-Oct««74 • 

COffice-l]<NETINF0>RFC658,TXT 

NIC 16239 "Extended Options List" 

Peoplei 

jon Postel at sri-Arc (POSTELBSRI-APC) 

Alex McKenzle at BBN (MCKENZIE3BBN) 

Doug DoddS at BBN (DODDSsaBBN) 

Dave CrecKer at UCLA-NMC C DCRQCKER&ISI) 

Schedule* 

All Hosts were to have Been running the new Telnet (both 
user and server) by i January 1974, 

Comments t 

Notej the server program is to be available on socket 23 
decimal (27 octal), 

A significant number of server systems now have new-
telnet implementations, (See RFC 702), 

COffiee*!]<NETINFO>RFC702»TXT 

The status Option has been revised to take advantage of 
the Subcommand feature and to reduce the amount of data 
transmitted to report the option status. 

Seven new options have been defined to allow control of 
the format effectors Carriage Return# Line feed# Form 
Feed# Horizontal Tab# and Vertical Tab, 

Recent developments t 
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process-process protocol 

(31-DEC-74) The latest survey by Doug Dodds i s s 

Dodds, D« "November, 1974, Survey of New-protocol 
Telnet Servers," RFC 669, NIC 31435, 4-Dec-74. 

[Office-1J<NETINF0>RFC669.TXT 

(31 •DEC"74) Ric* Schantz has made some suggestions 
regarding the Reconnection Option in; 

Schantz, p, »a Note on Reconnection Protocol," rfc 
671, NIC 31439, 6-DeC-74, 

COfflce*l]<HETINF0>RFC671,TXT 

FTP 

Old File Transfer 

Contact; 

don Postel at SRI-ARC (PQSTEL$SRI-ARC) 

Documents; 

MCKenzie, A, "File Transfer Protocol," NjC 14333, RFC 
454, ie-Feb-73, 

Peoplel 

schedule: 

comments: 

Recent developments: 

C31-DEC*74) Kanodia has published an RFC on performance 
measurements of FTP at Multics which shows the important 
effect of Host buffering in constraining thruput, 

Kanodia, R, "performance Improvement in ARPANET File 
Transfers From Muitics," RFC662, NIC 31366, 
26*Nov«74t 

COf f ice-13 <NETINFORFC66 2 .TXT 

New File Transfer 

Contact; 

JOh postel at SRI-ARC (POSTELfe'SRI-APC1 
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Process-Process Protocol 

Documents: 

Neigus, N# "File Transfer Protocol," NIC 17759 RFC 542 
12*0uiy-73, 

Postel, Jt "Revises FTP Reply Codes#" NIC 30843 RFC 640 
5*june»7 4, 

people: 

Jon Postel at SRI-ARC (PGSTEL@SRI«ARC) 

nancy Neigus at bbn (.neiguS^bbn) 

Ken poqran at MIT-Multics C Pogran,compNet@MIT*Multics) 

Wayne Hathaway at NASA A MES (Hathaway@AMES-67) 

Mar* Krilanoyich at ucsb (Kr.ilanovicn^ucsb-MGD75) 

Schedule: 

Comments s 

pecent developments: 

pathnames 

Contact: 

Jon Postel at SRI-ARC C PGSTED^SRI-ARC) 

Documents: 

Crccxer# 0, "Netvor* Standard Data Specification 
Syntax," RFC 645, NIC 30899, Jul-74, 

People: 

Dave CroocKer at UCLA-NMC (OCROCKERBISI) 

Schedule I 

Commentsi 

Recent developments: 

File Access Protocol 

Contact s 

John Day (Day.CACSMlT-Multlcs) 
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Documents s 

Day* J# "Memo to FTP Groups File Access protocol," HFC 
520* NIC 16819, 25-Jun-73 

Peoplei 

Ken Poqran (Pogran,C©mpNet8MlT-Multies) . 

Schedule S 

Comments s 

Pecent developments? 

File Formats 

Contact s 

Jon postei at SRI-ARC C POSIEieSPX-APC) 

Documents s 

Postei, J, "Standard File Formats," RFC67B, NIC 31524, 
19»Dec»7 4, 

[Off ice«l]<NET INFOPFC67 8 .TXT 

People! 

Jon POstel at SHI-ARC (POSTEL@SRI-ARC) 

Schedule J 

Comments s 

Recent developments! 

C31-DEC-7 4) This new format standard for document file 
was published! 

Postei, J# "Standard File Formats," RFC678, NIC 
31524, 19-Dec»74 , 

[Office-l3<NElINFQ>RFC678iTXT 
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Hail 

Current Mail 

Contact s 

Jon Postel at SHI-ARC (POSTEfcHSRI-ARC) 

Documents t 

page 26 of RFC 454 (see old file transfer), 

Bhushen# A , "Standardizing NetworK Mail Headers#" NIC 
18516, RFC 561, 5-Sep«73 

Sussman# J, "FTP Error Code Usage for More Reliable Mail 
Service," RFC 63o, NIC 30237, lO-Apr-74, 

Thomas, B. "Dn the Problem of Signature Authentication 
for Network Mail," NIC 30874, RFC 644, 2 2 - JUly-7 4 v  

People: 

Julie Sussman at BBN (SUSSMAN$BBN3 

Bob Thomas at BBN C BTH0MAS&B8N) 

jon POstel at SRl-ARC (POSTEL&SRI-ARC) 

Schedulei 

Commentsi 

Concern over the authentication of the author of network 
messages has led to the concept of an authorized mail 
sending process (see RFC 644), 

Recent developmentsj 

Proposed Mail 

Contact s 

Postel at SRI 

Documents ? 

White, J, "A 
524 # 13-Jun-7 

Crocker# D, » 
RFC 524#" NIC 

-ARC (PoSTEL^SRI-ARC) 

Proposed Mall Protocol," NIC 17140, RFC 
3# 

Thoughts on the Mail Protocol Proposed in 
17644# RFC 539# 7-JULY-733, 
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White# J, "Response to Critiques of the proposed nail 
Protocol#" NIC 17993, RFC 555, 27-jUiy-73, 

Peoples 

Jiir White at SRI-ARC C WHITE8SFI-ARC) 

Postel at SFI-ARC C P0ST&LS5RI-ARC) 

Dave Crocker at UCLA-NMC (DCRQCKER91SI) 

Schedulei 

commen ts i 

Recent developmentst 

BJE - Remote Job Entry 

Contacts 

Jon Pcstel at SR1*AFC C P0STEL@5Rl«APC) 

Documents s 

Bressier# B, "Remote Job Entry Protocol#" RFC 407, MIC 
12112# 1 6-Oct-7 2 

Krilanovich, h, "anron^ement ot rjs at ucsb," rfc 436, nic 
13700# 10-Jan-73, 

Peoples 

schedule s 

Comments t 

Recent developmentss 
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PJS - CCNs Remote Uob Service 

Contact: % 

Robert Braden at UCLA-CCN C BRADEN&UClA*CCN) 

Documents s 

Braben# R. "Interim. NETRJS Specification," RFC 189, NIC 
7133, 15*jUiy-7l, 

Braden, F, "Update on NETHJS," RFC 599, NIC 20854, 
13*Dec»7 J, 

People: 

Robert Braden (BRADEN9UCLA»CCN) 

Steve fcoife CWQLFE@UCLA-CCN) 

Schedule: 

Comments: 

Recent developments: 

Graphics 

Contact: 

Robert sprouil CSPROULL@PARC-MAXC) 

Documents: 

Sprouil, R, and F, Thomas, "A Networks Graphics Protocol," 
NIC 24308, 16*AUg-74, 

People; 

Robert Sprouil C SPRQULL^PARC'-MAXC ) 

Elaine Thomas (ThomasFMiT-Multics) 

James Micnener at MJT-DMS CJCM&MIT-DMS) 

Schedule: 

Commentsi 

Document available from Robert Sproulli 

Recent developments: 
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Data Reconfiguration Service 

Contact * 

Jon Pcstei at SRI~ARC (PqSTELRSRI-ARC3 

Documents ? 

Anderson# Bp "Status Report on Proposed Data 
Reconfiguration Service#" MIC 6715# Pre 138, 28-Aprii-71 , 

Feats# "Data Reconfiouration Service at UCSB#» RFC 437# NIC 
13701# 30-Dune*74, 

People J 

Schedule S 

Comments« 

Recent developments! 

RSEXEC 

Contact s 

Thomas, bob, (BTHGMAS&8BN) 

Documents! 

Peoplei 

schedule 8 

Commentsi 

Recent developments! 

The UPs and some RSEXEC servers now are cooperating to 
perform TIP user authentication and accounting functions. 
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Line Processor Protocol 

Contact ? 

Don Andrews at SRX-ARC (ANDREWS?SRI-ARC) 

Documents? 

CSRI»ARCJ<HAFD¥>LPPROT,NLS 

tSRI»ARCj<HARDY>PROT.TXT 

peoplei 

Martin Hardy at SRI-ARC C HARPYesRl-ARC) 

Don Andrews at SRX-ARC (ANDREWS®SRI-ARC) 

Schedule ? 

Comments ? 

Recent developments? 

PROGRAMS 

Meted - Network Standard Editor [Official] 

Contact: 

Michael Padlipsky CFadliPsky^MlT'-Multics3 

Documentsi 

Padlipsky, M, "NETED? A Common Editor for The ARPA 
Network," RFC 569, NIC 18972# l 5-Oct-73, 

People ? 

padlipsky at MXTRE CPadlipsky®MIT-Multics) 

postel at SRX-ARC (POSXEL0SRI-ARC) 

Hathway at AMES (HATHAWAY?AMES-67] 

Schedule ? 

Comments ? 

Recent developments? 
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UULP - Unified User-Level Protocol 

Contacts 

Michael PadlipsKy (padiipsKy@MlT-Multics) 

Documents ? 

Padlipsky, M. "specification of a Unified User-Level 
protocol," RFC 66b, NIC 31396, 2&-NOV-73, 

[Office-13<NETlNF0>HFC666#TXT 

people I 

PadlipSKy at MITRE (Padlipsxy^MIT-MUltics) 

POstel at SRI •• ARC (POSTEL§SRI"ARC) 

Schedule; 

Comments t 

Also Known as Common command Language (CCL), 

Recent developments! 
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national software works 

The National software works (NSW) is developing a set of 
protocols tor its use of the ARPA Network# other uses of these 
Protocols Is encouraged, 

The Procedure Call Protocol C PCP) is intended to facilitate the 
sharing of resources in the network at the subroutine level. The 
Procedure Call Protocol will he used to split NLS into a front 
end and back end components, Procedure Cali Protocol is also to 
be used in the NSW as the basis for communication between the 
works Manager# the Tool Bearing Hosts, and Front Desk procedure 
packages, 

The documents cited below give a view of the Procdure Call 
Protocol and its use, 

Contact s 

Jim White (WHITERSRI-ARC) 

jon Pcstei (FOSTEL^SRI-ARC) 

Documents s 

Each is available on-line in two forest as an NLS file and 
as a formatted text fiXe. The journal numher (e,g, 24459) 
refers to the former# Of course, and the pathname C e,g, 
CSRI-APC3<NLS>PCP.TXT) to the latter# accessible via FTP 
using uSER=ANONYMQus and PAS5wQRD*GuEST (no account 
required), 

PCF (24459,) "The Procedure Call protocol" 

This document describes the virtual programming 
environment provided by PCP# and the inter-process 
exchanges that implement it, 

pathnames (SRI-ARC 3<NL5>PCP,TXT 

PjF (24460,) "The Procedure interface Package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP and that serves as a 
procedure-cail-level interface to PCP proper. It 
includes procedures for calling, resuming, 
interrupting, and aborting remote procedures, 

pathnames [SRI-ARC]<NLS>PIP.TXT 

PSP (24461,) "The pep Support package" 
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This document describes a packaqe that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP and that augments PCP proper, 
largely in the area of data store manipulation, It 
includes procedures for obtainina access to groups of 
remote procedures and data stores# manipulating 
remote data stores# and creating temporary ones, 

Pathnames [SRI"ARC]<NL5>PSPfTXT 

pMF (24462#) "The Process ^ananement package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP and that provides the 
necessary tools for interconnecting two or more 
processes to form a multi-process system C e.g, NSW), 
It includes procedures for creating# deleting# 
logically and physically interconnecting processes# 
and for allocating and releasing processors, 

pathnames [SRI-ARC]<NLS>PMP„TXT 

pCpFMT (2 4576,) "pep Data structure Formats" 

This document defines formats for PCP data 
structures# each of which is appropriate for one or 
more physical channel types. 

Pathname: [5RI*ARC3<NLS>PCPFMT,TXT 

PCFHST (24577,) "PCP ARPANET Inter-Host IPC 
implementation" 

This document defines an implementation, appropriate 
for mediating communication between Tenex forks# of 
the IPC primitives required by PCP, 

Pathname i [srl-ARC3<nLS>PCPHsT,txt 

PCfFRK (24578,) "pep Tenex Inter-Fork IPC 
Implementation" 

This document defines an implementation, appropriate 
for mediating communication between processes on 
different hosts within the ARPANET# of the IPC 
primitives required by PCP, 

pathname: [SRI-ARC]<NLS>PCPFPK ,TXT 

PCFTNXINT (24792,) "Tenex PCP process Internal 
structure" 

This document defines the internal structure of a PCP 
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process implemented to run on Tenex, and as such 
serves as a process implementer's guide, It 
describes the orocessf fork structure, the role and 
composition of eacn fork, and the manner in which the 
various iorks interact with one another? indicates 
which components are supplied with PCP and which are 
the responsibility of the process implemented and 
describes the manner in which the components are 
assembled at loaa time, 

Pathname: (SRI»ARC3<NLS>PCPTNXINT»TXT 

HOST (24581,) "NSW Host Protocol" 

This document describes the host level protocol used 
in the NSW, The protocol is a slightly constrained 
version of the standard ARPANET host to host 
protocol, The constraints affect the allocation, 
PFNM wait, and retransmission Policies, 

pathname: [SPl«ABC3<NLS>HQST,TXT 

EXEC (24580,) "The Executive Package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP, It includes procedures and 
data stores for user identification, accounting, and 
usage information. 

Pathname: [SPI-APC]<NLS>EXEC ,TXT 

FILE (24582,) "The File package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting Provided by PCP, It includes procedures and 
data stores for opening, closing, and listing 
directories, for creating, deleting, and renaming 
files, and for transfering files and file elements 
between processes, 

Pathname: C SRl-ARC)<NL3>FXLE,TXT 

FILE-App (24813,) "The File package Appendix" 

This append.ix contains some comments on 
implementation strategy, The thrust is to argue that 
the file package as specified is near minimal ana 
that the conversion between the PCP format and the 
internal storage format can be encapsulated into a 
few subroutines, 

Pathname: [SRI-ARC3<NLS>FILE«app#TXT 
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BATCH (24583,) "The Batch Job Package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP, It incluaes procedures for 
creating and deleting batch jobs# obtaining the 
status of a batch job# and Communicating with the 
operator of a oaten processing host, This package is 
implemented at the host that provides the batch 
processing facility, 

Pathname; [SRI-ARC)<NLS>BATCh.TXT 

LLnauG (24579,) "The Low-Level Debug Package" 

This document describes a package that runs in the 
setting provided by PCP, It includes procedures for 
a remote process to debug at the assembly-language 
level, any process known to the local process. The 
package contains procedures for manipulating and 
searching the process' address space# for 
manipulating and searching its symbol tables, and for 
setting and removing breakpoints from its address 
space, its data stores hold process characteristics 
and state information, ana the contents of program 
symool tables. 

Pathname: (SRI-ARC)<NLs>LLDBuG,TXT 

PJE'MODEL (24655,) "The NS'w Remote Job Entry Model" 

This document discusses the process of utilizing a 
batch processing facility to complete a programming 
task in the NSW environment. This same activity in 
another environment might utilize a remote job entry 
system, 

Pathname; [SFI-ARC]<NLS>RJE-MODEL,TXT 

TBH (24656,) "NSW Requirments on Tool Bearing 
Hosts" 

This document discusses the environment heeded in the 
tool bearing host ana the interfaces to the operating 
system components by various PCp packages, 

Pathname; (SPI-ARC)<NLS>TBH„TXT 

NVTP (24827,) "The Network Virtual Terminal 
Package" 

The Network virtual Terminal Package (package name = 
NVTP) contains the procedures interfacing PCP 
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procedure calls to terminal oriented input and output 
character streams as defined by the arpanet Telnet 
protoco I, 

Pathname: tSBX-ARCj<NLS>NVTPtTXT 

NIP (25008,3 "The NSW Tool package" 

This document describes the procedures and data 
stores required of a process for use as a tool within 
the NSW, 

pathname: [SRI*ARC3<NLS>NTP«TXT 

NSW5TRUC (25009,) "NSW Process Structure" 

This document describes the structure of the PCP 
process tree used in the NSW, 

Pathname: [SRI-ARC J<NL5>NSW5TRUC ,TXT 

PCPV2CHANGES C25»062# ? "PCP Inter-Version (2-3) 
Documentation" 

This document describes the divergence from the 
Version 2 documentation in the implementation and 
currrent thinking, 

pathname: C SR1-ARC3 <NLS>PCPV2CHANGES,TXT 

Peoples 

Jim W hite (WHITER6RI-ARC) 

Jon Fcstel (PQ5TEL§SR3>ARC) 

Steve Marshall C WARSHALL@5RX»ARC) 

Robert Miiistein (MXLLSTEXN&srI-Arc3 

Pic* Mandell (MANDELLBISIB) 

Elizabeth Michael C MICHaEL*SRI»ARC3 

Dave yanyard (mAnYARD®5RI«arc) 

Charles Irby (1RBYGSRI-ARC) 

Ken Victor (VXCTQRSSRI*ARC) 

Schedule: 
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A demonstration of the National Software Works concept is 
to be performed in July 1975, 

Comments t 

(31-DEC-7 4 3 The following are the latest documents; 

PCpFRK (24578 ,) "pep Tenex Interior* IPC 
Implementation" 

FILE»APP (24813,) "The File Package Appendix" 

RJE•MODEL (24655,3 "The NSW Remote joo Entry Model" 

TBH (24656,) "NSW Requirments on Tool Bearing 
Hosts" 

NVTP (24827,3 "The Network Virtual Terminal 
Package" 

Recent developments; 

(21-JAN-75) The following are the latest documents: 

NTF (25008,3 "The NSW Tool Package" 

NSfcSTRUC (25009,3 "NSW process Structure" 

PCFV2CHANGES (25062#) "PCP Inter-Version (2-3) 
Documentation" 
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address assignments 

Assigned Linxs 

contact s 

Jon Postel cpostel&sri-APC) 

Documents s 

LinK A ssignments! 

Decimal Octal Use 
0 0 Control Messages 
1 1 Reserved 
2-71 2-107 Regular Messages 
72-152 110-230 Reserved 
153 231 TIP Status Reporting 
154 232 TIP Accounting 
155-158 233-236 internet Protocol 
159-191 237-277 Measurements 
192-195 300-303 Message"Switching Protocol 
196-255 304-255 Experimental Protocols 

People s 

don postel C pOSTELl8Rl"ARC3 

Schedule J 

Commentsi 

Recent developments! 
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Assigned Sockets 

Contact ? 

Jon Pcstel CPOSTLLPSRI-ARC) 

Documents J 

socket A ssignmentst 

erai Assignmentsi 

Decimal Octal Use 
0-63 0-77 Network wide standard Functloi 
64-127 100-177 Hosts Specific Functions 
1 28-223 200-337 Reserved for Future Use 
224*255 340-377 Any Experimental Function 

clfic Assignments? 

Decimal Octal Use 
1 1 •id-Telnet 
3 3 Old File Transfer 
5 5 Remote Job Entry 
7 7 Echo 
9 11 Discard 
n 13 Who is on or sYstat 
13 15 Date and Time 
15 17 Who is up or NETSTAT 
i 9 23 Character generator or ttytst 
21 25 New File Transfer 
23 27 New Telnet 
25 31 procedure Call protocol 
65 101 Speech Data Base at ll-TX-2 
67 103 Datacomputer at CCA 
69 105 cpynet 
71 107 NETRJ5 (EBCDIC) at UCLA-CCN 
73 111 NETRJS (ASCII) at UCLA-CCN 
75 113 NETFJS (TTY) at UCLA-CCN 
77 115 any private RJE server 
232-237 350-355 Authorized Mailer at BBN 
239 357 Graphics 
241 361 NCP Measurement 
243 363 Survey Measurement 
24b 365 LINK 
247 367 tipsrv 
249-255 371-377 RSEXEC 

People? 

jon Pcstel at sri-arc (POSTEL&SRI-arC) 
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Address Assignments 

Nancy Neigus at BBN«NET (NEIGUS§BBN) 

Schedule: 

Comments t 

Recent developments? 

(31"DEC"74) SocKet 25 C31 octal) assigned to Procedure Call 
Protocolt 
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